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1. Executive Summary

We operate the security token exchange "ALLEX" in order to revitalize the capital markets in
emerging countries, and we are working on the stabilizing the security issuance process and
reduce related costs using smart contracts. As the mechanism of the entire market is changing,
we aim to provide investment opportunities to “the leading companies in the 2020s” by forming
a global capital market using security tokens. For issuers, we will provide support and legal
attorney services from lawyers who are familiar with securities and crypto assets in each country,
and scrutinize the agreements written in smart contracts. Developing exchanges from
settlements with consulting with securities companies or trust banks in cooperation with
CEZA.Eligible for listing, including security token issuance, management, settlement and related
services. We provide auditing services and support services for various tasks. The security token
exchange "ALLEX" will comply with compliance, pursue risk management, and perform security
token trading from a viewpoint of investor protection.
In the future, we plan to develop and introduce an exchange system that meets the laws and
regulations of each country, and aim to foster an implementation of security tokens based on
strategies rooted in the capital market issues of each country. We believe that this will lead to an
increase the number of users. In addition for improving the efficiency of securities trading,
“ALLEX” aims to implement functions related to security token “OTC (relative) trading”, and
we are seeking companies and investors who do not have sufficient funds or are not able to
develop businesses. We support financing through the creation of connected “places”. In recent
years, investment in "private equity" has been revitalizing due to global monetary easing, and
start-up companies have been investing in venture capital as well as some investors. It can be
said that it became easier to promote formation. Investing in "private equity" can make a
significant return on the company's growth and IPO, thus increasing the total funding of venture
capital funds. With such capital markets being formed, publicly offered STOs will play a
significant role, and "ALLEX" will provide opportunities for private investors to invest in "private
equity" .

Allex has established a security token exchange system based on the CEZA / DATO Act, and has
conducted medium- to long-term consultations with CEZA on responding to international laws
and regulations and organizing accounting and tax standards. Scheduled to open in January
2020, we will work to create a secondary market. The Government of the Philippines has
announced the DATO (Digital Asset Token Offering) Act through the Kakayan Economic Zone
Authority (CEZA). The organization will serve as the regulatory authority for crypto assets in the
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CEZA or the Philippines and will assist in enforcing the rules as the Asia Blockchain and Crypto
Association (ABACA) or the Self-Regulating Authority (SRO).
The DATO Act provides comprehensive information on crypto assets for investor protection.
“ALLEX”, a joint venture between Rare Earth Asia and Standard Capital, implements STO in
accordance with the CEZA / DATO Law. STO at CEZA has been authorized by transferring
Rare Earth Asia or its OVCA license to ALLEX. The Kakayan Economic Zone Authority
(CEZA), which has aimed to develop the economic zone as a center, has issued “CEZA OVCE
Principal Licensees” to 23 blockchain companies. OVCE: Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange.
These Licensees are registered by the Phillipine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and
the Phillipine Central Bank authorizes the trading of securities in the Phillipines.
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2. About ALLEX

・About Security Token Exchange ALLEX
ALLEX is a security token exchange established to improve the liquidity of the alternative
investment market. The market for alternative assets is estimated to be $ 21.1 trillion by 2025,
with private equity reaching $ 10.2 trillion (2012: $ 4.7 trillion).

Alternative investments, unlike traditional investments such as stocks and bonds, have
traditionally been dominated by institutional investors such as hedge funds because of their
nature. ALLEX is here to challenge and democratize it using blockchain technology ,so that
anyone can enter to the alternative investment market. It has primary and secondary functions,
and provides security tokens and trading services for investment products such as private equity,
which were previously difficult for general investors to access.
Automated compliance with smart contracts shortens settlement time and reduces paperwork
costs.Developing protocols that comply with securities laws in each country, aiming to
strengthen emerging capital markets in the future.
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"ALLEX" was founded by a team that had been funding start-up companies, and is characterized
by its strength in private equity investment. It is composed of blockchain developers and
members who have been involved in legislation related to crypto assets in Japan and other
countries.
Advisors include venture capitalists, ASEAN consultants and government officials are working
on broading the scope of private equity and alternative investments, including through
comprehensive financing support for potential startups. Our team has experience in legal
development in the crypto asset and blockchain markets and will perform the security token
transactions that comply with the laws and regulations of each country and promote the
digitization of existing finance.
・ Security token. Compliance with laws and regulations
Security tokens are said to be "tokens of securities", but are also used to distribute "rights
(assets)" such as dividends on the blockchain. Securities law regulations vary from country to
country, and many are not created with security tokens as a base.
Therefore, ALLEX is taking on the consideration various issues related to financial and capital
markets with systematic technical cooperation mainly in emerging countries, and aims to utilize
the results to support the development of financial infrastructure in emerging countries.
Through these initiatives, we will strengthen the cooperation between financial authorities in
Asian countries based on CEZA in the Philippines, and contribute to strengthening the financial
functions of emerging countries by supporting financial infrastructure development in emerging
countries and providing trained human resources.
・ About information disclosure in alternative investment
Currently, investing in "alternative assets" is limited to some institutional investors and hedge
funds, due to the differences in investigative assets and risk management mechanisms from
traditional assets such as stocks and bonds. Although many security token projects seek to handle
alternative investment products, there is no guarantee of corporate ratings or analytics services
to ensure accurate and sufficient information disclosure to investors.
We are working to improve the efficiency of “alternative asset” management and enhance risk
management by supporting the entire process, including due diligence in alternative investment,
valuation of investee businesses, and monitoring of management. Our aim is to make alternative
assets that are traditionally traded on OTC (over-the-counter) more widely known to investors
through the Internet, and to make small-scale investments in compliance with local laws and
regulations.
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3. Future prospects

Innovative discoveries in science and technology have the potential to provide breakthroughs that
will fundamentally change the business at all times. Since the global financial recession caused by
the Lehman shock in 2008, many engineers working for financial institutions have entered the
advertising industry and developed new technologies such as DSP and RTB. Subsequently, the
financial industry, which has regained stability through monetary easing, has developed
sophisticated trading systems such as HFT and dark pools. Recently, big tech companies have
made significant investments in financial services. FinTech startups have raised more than 2,800
financings in 2018, raising $ 46 billion, or 92%, from a year ago. Huge amounts of money are
flowing into businesses such as “Personal loan platforms, medical insurance, and invoice
management systems for companies”. Many private equity markets are listed on Nasdaq Private
Market and SHAREPOST. In the United States, there is a huge capital market, and technology is
being used in many fields, not just finance, to create a growing company. In recent years, based on
the financial system built by traditional regulators and stock exchanges, new efforts have been
made, such as building an exchange for venture companies.
ALLEX is working to create a new economic zone utilizing security tokens in the Philippines and
other Southeast Asia, and to strengthen the market through legislation. In Southeast Asia, the
security token exchange "1exchange (1X)" has been established in Singapore with the support of
the Singapore Monetary Authority (MAS), the Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX) and the private
stock exchange "CapBridge". In order to further develop the STO market, it is indispensable to
take a national approach including legislation. ALLEX is a security token exchange project in the
Philippine Special Economic Zone Authority (CEZA). So far, we have consulted with CEZA and
the Asian Blockchain Cryptographic Association (ABACA). In the Philippines, the BSP (Central
Bank of the Philippines) has so far approved ten crypto exchanges (VCE). This suggests that the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) could make the Philippines a significant market for crypto
assets. ALLEX will play a role in fostering a new investor base and promoting corporate financing
in the Philippine capital market. In the future, we hope to provide the stock exchange and REAT
infrastructure to each country as a security token exchange.
While crypto assets have been considered effective in integrating the existing capital markets and
the token economy, regulators around the world have strict laws and regulations because they are
speculative investment products. As a security token exchange in the Philippines, ALLEX is
working to strengthen the crypto asset market, and aims to function as a place to connect
promising startups and investors by tokenizing private equity. In Southeast Asia, many countries
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are entering a period of demographic bonus, and economic growth is expected, including real
estate and infrastructure development. Emerging-market companies have already emerged on a
par with developed-country companies, and it is considered important to improve the financial
literacy of the people and achieve financial inclusion in order to revitalize the entire capital market.
STO projects are also underway in emerging countries such as Chile, Myanmar and Bangladesh,
and we hope to contribute to the development of global capital markets through cross-national
collaboration.
・Attract companies and acquire investors

Exchanges around the world are playing a fierce attraction over fast-growing Asian companies and,
until now, were mostly listed on the New York, London and Hong Kong stock exchanges. However,
it is a fact that the rise of geopolitical risks in recent years has increased the number of Asian
companies that are interested in their markets, and it is important to develop laws and regulations
and infrastructure in emerging markets. Investment in Asian markets, where economic growth is
expected, is expected to increase. The presence of private equity trading platforms will continue
to improve.
・ Providing a certain amount of liquidity to private equity shares as a new exit method for private
companies that are difficult to list on the stock exchange
・ Providing a liquidity supply support program as a service to issuers and strengthening
relationships with companies in anticipation of IPO
ALLEX has a social role and importance as described above. We will establish a secondary market
environment that can be selected according to the growth stage of the company and the level of
information disclosure and liquidity. We will also focus on industry-academia-government-private
partnerships in conducting business in each country, and hold medium- to long-term consultations
with regulators and central banks.
In the future, we plan to partner with experienced hedge funds and VCs. In order to contribute to
the revitalization of private equity investment in the capital markets of each country, we will hold
meet-ups for companies and institutional investors and also work on open discussion and public
opinion formation. We believe that demonstrating the usefulness of security tokens through such
comprehensive corporate support will lead to corporate attraction. A new next-generation financial
infrastructure incorporating digital technology will enhance the alignment of capital markets. We
aim to acquire a new investor base by building an "ALLEX Network" that crosses each financial
domain.
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4. Market overview and project plans in each
country

・Japan

In Japan, security tokens are stipulated by the revised Financial Instruments and Exchange Law as
falling under the paragraph 1 securities similar to stocks and bonds. ALLEX has set up a screening
system for "listing eligibility requirements (substantial standards)" by an auditing organization,
and is considering building an exchange system through a securities company. Major financial
groups are also working in Japan to introduce "Programmable Money" that enables instant
payment to security token trading systems. The development of more advanced system solutions
for the future development of the STO market will be essential in the future. Also, in Japan, if the
distribution is restricted by contract or technology, there is no substantial basis for imposing
restrictions as paragraph 1 securities, so it is highly likely that security tokens are classified as
paragraph 2 securities.
・USA

In the United States, security token exchanges have partnered with issuance platforms, brokers,
custodians, and others to work on unifying investor registration, trading, settlement, and asset
management processes. New economies in the securities market are being created, including
projects that have gone through a one-year lock-up period and have been listed on tZERO and
OpenFinance Network. In addition, the crypto asset exchange Coinbase has acquired broker dealer
licenses (BD), alternative trading system licenses (ATS), and registered investment advisory
(RIA) licenses through financial institution M & A, and has been with the US Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) and The security token business will be under the supervision of
FINRA. The OpenFinance Network regulates the conditions of the token protocol and code review,
provides a "Security Listing Framework" service that can determine the eligibility of listing on the
website, and "Smart Security Standard" for the secondary distribution restriction function I use a
smart contract called. SEC chairman Jay Clayton says he does not intend to change the securities
laws for ICOs and STOs, and will continue to regulate them based on the securities laws that form
the basis of the U.S. securities market And Many STO cases have already emerged in the United
States, especially as a new financing method for private placement markets. It is a less expensive
and more efficient way of raising funds than IPOs, and is expected to be as popular as
crowdfunding. In the United States, crowdfunding has become widespread, and there has been a
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call for deregulation, such as "expansion of the maximum amount of funding (1 year) ・ Change
in the definition of eligible investors", and the way of financing in the United States will change in
the future It is thought to come. "Blockstack," which is working on the development of a distributed
computing network using blockchain technology, has successfully raised $ 23 million in financing
using RegA + Tier 2. Although securities issued under RegA + Tier 2 do not need to be accredited
by state securities regulators, they are subject to SEC review and review and produce a two-year
continuous performance audit report. is needed. "Blockstack" is the first STO to apply RegA +,
revealing that it cost $ 2 million (including protocol development) to file with the SEC. RegA + is
called a "mini IPO" and is an exemption used by US small and medium-sized enterprises to raise
funds. A maximum of 50 million dollars (approximately 5.6 billion yen) for 12 months can be raised,
and if RegA + is applied, sales will be made to not only qualified investors but also general investors
The feature is that you can do it.
In the United States, a transaction system compliant with Regulation has been constructed, and
the security token issuing platform "Securitize" is also expanding in overseas markets. Securitize,
a company with STO's state-of-the-art technology and know-how, has raised $ 14 million in Series
A financing, and Japanese companies such as Santander InnoVentures, MUFG Innovation
Partners, Nomura Holdings, and Coinbase Ventures I participate as an investor. The Digital
Securities Protocol (DS Protocol), which is being developed by Securitize, provides security token
issuers with the ability to conduct open transactions in the secondary market and perform secure
token management while maintaining liquidity. In February 2019, the company formed a
partnership with the OTC Exchange Network (OTCXN) to build a Digital Security Offering
(DSO) service, aiming to develop the market by integrating the OTCXN platform with Securitize's
DS protocol. OTCXN offers an OTC (Over The Counter) trading service using the blockchain,
and opened the OTC exchange in December 2018. OTC trading has the advantage that
transactions can be easily performed at the offer price from the seller, because the parties trade
without going through the crypto asset exchange. Because the transaction does not go through the
crypto asset market, it is expected that the price will not rise or fall in the case of large transactions,
and that counterparty risk and hacking risk will also be reduced. However, in the case of retail
transactions, transactions are often more expensive than exchanges, and there is a disadvantage
that the risk of fraud increases because it is a transaction between the parties. In this alliance,
Securitize will be responsible for compliance and security token issuance, and OTCXN will provide
technology as a security management organization, and in the future OTCXN will exchange
security tokens issued by Securitize. This is expected to bring liquidity to inefficient securities
transactions. The establishment of a security token exchange in the US requires a broker dealer
(BD), alternative trading system (ATS), and a registered investment advisor (RIA) license, which
is a high barrier to entry. ALLEX provides services based on the public and private placement
market trends in the United States, and aims to enhance the regulations and system introduction
in each country by building a network with US STO companies.
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・China

While China has banned crypto asset exchanges altogether, it has introduced blockchain
technology to public services and aims to achieve economic development. In January 2020, the
cryptographic law was enacted, and it is expected that the legal base for digital RMB issuance will
be established in the future. The People's Bank of China says it will develop the digital RMB in a
legal manner. In China, efforts are being made to use blockchain technology as a new economic
stimulus measure to eliminate economic risks such as defaults of state-owned enterprises and the
debt balance of local governments of RMB21.8 trillion. The Chinese government plans to launch
a blockchain service network (BSN) from April 2020 in collaboration with China Mobile
Communications, Union Pay, and the China Merchants Bank, and will implement measures to
promote the development and operation of blockchain applications for SMEs. It is going to be
implemented. The ALLEX project will examine the use cases of blockchain technology in China
from a more global perspective, and work on financial inclusion in emerging countries. The world
economy has been growing, benefiting from China's "low wage and high growth", but in recent
years, the maturity of the Chinese economy has raised concerns about defaults on state-owned
corporate and municipal bonds. A four trillion yuan stimulus package was taken to rebuild the
world economy following the Lehman Shock, but now the issue of new municipal bonds has
compensated for the redemption, prolonging the slowdown of the Chinese economy. As a result,
local finances will be tight and the total amount of defaults may increase as property prices fall.
Under the policy of "departure from the country," private enterprises default, then state-owned
enterprises, and even local finances, are beginning to show signs of a collapse of the Chinese
economy. (Until October 2019). While the issuance of municipal bonds in RMB6 trillion in 2019,
investment in infrastructure projects has already been affected by the stagnation of real estate
prices, and the necessity has diminished. In the future, state-owned enterprises in each region will
default, and local governments will likely default in a chained fashion. China is losing momentum
to revitalize the economy by promoting policies to treat private companies. Real estate accounts
for over 60% of Chinese personal wealth, with a real estate loan burden of 66% (2018). It is said
that the government's administrative order for real estate transactions and price restrictions has
been used to control the decline in real estate prices.However, the default of household, private,
state-owned, and local debt is expected to be greatly affected by real estate. You. It has been
pointed out that there is a possibility that banks, companies and governments will default in a chain
fashion in rural areas, and China, which has supported the growth of the world economy since the
collapse of Lehman Brothers, such as debt cancellation (light-off), has significant economic risks.
In China, which aims to rebuild the economy, it has been revealed that a fund of 1 billion yuan
(about 15.5 billion yen) will be established in Hainan Province to finance blockchain companies.
Hainan Province has the Hainan Free Trade Zone (FTZ) blockchain test zone. The "Blockchain
Hainan Plan" includes contents to build a more efficient administrative system by managing
logistics and asset data on the blockchain in real time. As part of the Blockchain Hainan Plan, the
following contents are included in addition to the blockchain fund of 1 billion yuan (approximately
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15.5 billion yen). “ Establishment of blockchain university ・ Development of blockchain human
resources ・ Incentives of 1 million yuan (approximately 16 million yen) for excellent blockchain
personnel ・ 5 million yuan (approximately 80 million yen) incentive for excellent blockchain
projects ・ Establishment of regulations on blockchain ・ Activate regional economy and promote
innovation by utilizing blockchain in urban development”. The Hainan Free Trade Zone (FTZ)
Blockchain Test Zone was established in October 2018 and has successfully attracted more than
70 companies as the center of blockchain in China. Special economic zones in various countries
are promoting the development of blockchain technology and working to revitalize the economy.
The efforts of the Hainan Free Trade Zone (FTZ) blockchain test zone can be said to be state-ofthe-art in the world. Establishing a fund of scale can have enormous implications for market
development. Also, OneConnect, a subsidiary of Heian Insurance in China, has already provided
services to 590 banks, 72 insurance companies and more than 2500 financial institutions, including
announcing a partnership with Japanese financial institutions. OneConnect claims to support
increased financial inclusion in the Asian market, with the introduction of the FinTech SaaS
platform for individuals and small businesses to provide more efficient services in areas such as
trade finance, asset-backed securities, supply chain finance, and insurance It is likely that
development will take place. OneConnect develops the "FiMAX S3C blockchain" and has advanced
technologies in terms of low latency, high TPS, and system integrity. In addition to providing
blockchain solutions, we are also working on the development of BNaaS (Blockchain-Network-asa-Service). Unlike traditional Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) platforms where the chain and its
nodes are generated by a single account, BNaaS allows users to create and publish new blockchain
networks independently. , You can join the existing commercial blockchain network through the
BNaaS marketplace. Efforts to solve social issues have already been made in China, such as
providing a blockchain network for SMEs. While the likelihood of security tokens becoming
widespread is low at present, it is imperative that new financing tools be developed for the
sustainable development of private, state-owned and local governments. In addition to providing
blockchain solutions, we are also working on the development of BNaaS (Blockchain-Network-asa-Service). Unlike traditional Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) platforms where the chain and its
nodes are generated by a single account, BNaaS allows users to create and publish new blockchain
networks independently. , You can join the existing commercial blockchain network through the
BNaaS marketplace. Efforts to solve social issues have already been made in China, such as
providing a blockchain network for SMEs. While the likelihood of security tokens becoming
widespread is low at present, it is imperative that new financing tools be developed for the
sustainable development of private, state-owned and local governments.
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・Singapore

In Singapore, the Singapore Exchange (SGX), the Private Stock Exchange CapBridge, and the
Security Token Exchange "1exchange (1X) have been linked to form the world's first security
market that has introduced security tokens. "CapBridge" announced the security token exchange
"1exchange (1X)" in April 2019. 1exchange (1X) is licensed by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore (MAS) and has established a partnership with the Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX). It
receives technical support from the blockchain company "ConsenSys", and is expected to benefit
from the development of an ecosystem and the connection to various industrial fields by the
Ethereum blockchain. 1exchange (1X) is operated as a security token exchange regulated by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS). The partnership with the "Equiom Trust Services Pte"
is stated as security token management must be delegated to a third party based on Singapore
regulations. "1exchange (1X)" is supported by blockchain companies "ConsenSys" and "Equiom
Trust Services Pte", and issues security tokens in compliance with laws and regulations. Foreign
investors will be able to trade security tokens if they can pass the KYC (Identity Identification)
screening, and the platform has been built with reference to the stock exchange in cooperation
with the Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX). Aggregate Asset Management (AAM) is already listed
at 1exchange (1X) and has successfully raised $ 4 million in six weeks. It is expected that active
exchange of security tokens will be conducted using 1exchange (1X) in the future, and will play an
important role in the Asian blockchain market. Singapore is now considered to be a developed
country for crypto assets, but in 2017 it regulated ICOs and was working on legislation at an early
stage. In April this year, the world-famous crypto asset exchange Binance was opened in Singapore,
and in July official trading between crypto assets and fiat currencies began. In many cases, Chinese
products are relocating to Singapore as a base to escape the strict regulations of the Chinese
government, and it is expected that further attention will be paid as an international blockchain
hub. ALLEX plans to introduce an exchange system in each country by referring to the Singapore
business model in which regulators, stock exchanges and security token exchanges are linked.
National efforts to revitalize the capital market are indispensable for the utilization of the security
token exchange, and we will work with each company based on the trends in the Singapore market.
・Indonesia

Indonesia has a capital market centered on foreign investors, and the Financial Services Agency
(OJK) has been working to revitalize the market by fostering institutional investors and providing
financial services to individual investors using fintech. We are working actively. The number of
companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) is 566. Compared to the Singapore Stock
Exchange (750 companies) and the Thai Stock Exchange (688 companies), the capital market is
smaller and the economic scale is different. Can be seen. Indonesia has a problem that the domestic
financial system (developing legal and regulatory authorities) is immature and funding through
capital markets is not being actively conducted. Is indispensable. Many Indonesian corporations
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prefer to raise funds by borrowing from a bank unlisted because they are family owned or state
owned. The listing hurdle is high for small and medium-sized enterprises because of the market
environment such as the lack of institutional investors in Indonesia and the lack of a capital market
as a place for raising capital for companies. To revitalize the Indonesian capital market, it is very
important to promote Indonesian citizens' participation in the market through the following
initiatives. "Improvement of financial literacy ・ Efforts to protect investors ・ Diversification of
financial products ・ Expansion of systems to support listing of companies" The Indonesian Stock
Exchange is raising the free-float ratio as a measure to revitalize trading. It is striving to improve
the liquidity of the stock market, for example, by stipulating a "free-floating ratio: 7.5% or more
and the number of shareholders: 300 or more" as requirements for continued listing. Although the
free-float ratio is lower than in other countries, consideration has been given to reducing the
burden on listed companies by gradually increasing the free-float ratio.
・ Listing continuation requirements of each country
Singapore Stock Exchange “Float ratio: 10% or more”
Thai Stock Exchange “Float ratio: 15% or more, number of shareholders: 150 or more”
Malaysia Stock Exchange "Float ratio: 25% or more"
Philippines Stock Exchange "Float ratio: 20% or more"
Increasing the free float ratio of listed companies will not only improve the liquidity of stock on
the market, but will also lead to “stabilization of stock prices and improvement of market
soundness”. The Indonesian Stock Exchange is taking measures to promote listing of companies,
such as "Support window for companies aiming for listing・Corporate tax reduction for listed
companies ・ Unlisted in countries other than Indonesia". To improve the efficiency of the
Indonesian financial system, the spread of financial services using fintech is attracting great
expectations. The number of startups working on fintech is also increasing rapidly in Southeast
Asia, and the spread of cashless payments is expanding financial inclusion, especially for those who
have not been able to enjoy financial services without having a bank account. In the future, it is
expected that the market environment where more people can use financial services will lead to
the entry of capital markets by ordinary investors. Indonesia has a bank-centric financial system,
but also has the following challenges.
・ Lending to large companies is active, but funding to SMEs is insufficient
・ Slow speed of collaboration with fintech companies
The revitalization of innovation by FinTech has eliminated inefficiencies in various industries and
is expected to continue to spread. In Indonesia, further development is expected by building
cooperative relationships with financial institutions. The central bank of Indonesia and the
Financial Services Agency (OJK) play a central role in creating regulations and building a highly
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transparent financial system, which makes it easier for the public to participate in the capital
market. It is thought to lead to the formation of a market. In addition, it is expected that the spread
of fintech and the expansion of financial inclusion will improve Indonesian people's financial
literacy and stimulate participation in capital markets. The accompanying changes in the financial
system and the way laws and regulations should be addressed will continue to be issues. Indonesia's
capital markets are in a state where their credibility has not been ensured due to the lack of
regulations, and no legislation has been established regarding ICOs and STOs. At present, it is
difficult to spread security token financing (STO) in compliance with laws and regulations in
Indonesia, but in order to revitalize the capital market, the Indonesian stock exchange (IDX) Not
only listing but also using STO is one of the options. The OJK (Financial Services Agency)
announced regulations on P2P (peerto-peer) financing in 2016 with the aim of reducing the risk
of the existing financial system, and the response to digitalization of financial services is steadily
progressing. You. In the future, it is expected that Indonesian companies will raise STO financing
in the future due to the rapid development of laws and regulations on security tokens. At present,
Indonesia's capital market is also subject to regulatory transparency, and it is necessary to promote
the digitalization of SMEs before creating an economic zone using tokens. On the other hand,
bank lending to SMEs is estimated at $ 330 billion. The Indonesian market has the potential that
STO financing will stimulate SMEs' economic activities and create better capital market. The
Indonesian capital market is characterized by the fact that most bank loans are limited to large
companies. From the perspective of improving financial infrastructure, it can be said that efforts
to improve the efficiency of the securities market using security tokens and smart contracts will
lead to the formation of a better market.
・Myanmar

In Myanmar, crypto asset transactions are banned, but in August 2018, a new company law was
enacted to deregulate the entry of foreign capital and allow foreigners to buy and sell shares. In
July 2019, foreign investors are allowed to buy and sell shares on the Yangon Stock Exchange. Low
liquidity in the capital market, such as “5 listed companies and an average daily trading volume of
46 million kyat (approximately 3.2 million yen),” is considered an issue, and a Japanese financial
institution has established an investment fund to support venture companies Initiatives are
underway to revitalize the market. The Yangon Stock Exchange went live on March 25, 2016. The
Myanmar government has stated that it will promote the growth of the Myanmar capital market
through initiatives to increase listed companies, increase the number of investors, improve systems
and develop human resources. It cultivate domestic investors, including lifting the ban on foreign
investors' stock trading, and conduct listing seminars. With the transfer of civilian government in
2011, Myanmar has a number of foreign companies entering the market, and for the development
of the capital market, it is important to improve the financing environment not only in the open
market but also in the private placement market. On the other hand, in Myanmar, there is a
problem that the investment interest of the public is not active because the bank deposit interest
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rate is as high as 7-8% per year. Therefore, activation of the private equity market centered on
foreign institutional investors rather than open market financing is likely to promote corporate
financing. In the Yatai City Smart City Project, the technology of Singapore's blockchain company,
Building Cities Beyond (BCB) Blockchain, is being used to improve operational efficiency in
industries such as finance, architecture, and traceability. ALLEX plans medium- to long-term
projects to revitalize Myanmar companies and the capital market, and will work to connect
promising venture companies with foreign investors.
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5. The implementation of security token

・U.S. private placement market

In the US stock market, market capitalization has reached a record high, despite a decline in
listed companies since the late 1990s. The main reason for the decline in the number of listed
companies is the deregulation of the private placement market, which has led to a smoother
financing from hedge funds and venture capital. However, there have been negative effects such
as overvaluation, in which corporate value is higher than the actual value before listing, and a
prolonged period until the IPO.In the United States, the significance of the stock market that has
supported capitalism has been reviewed. In recent years, STO financing has been conducted to
improve the liquidity of the private placement market, and it can be said that structural changes
have been made, such as strategic responses to rapidly developing advanced technology
companies.
In the U.S. stock market, the private placement market is expanding rapidly. In 2017, the public
offering (public offering: $ 1.5 trillion, private placement: $ 3 trillion) was recorded. There are a
total of 15 stock exchanges in the United States, mainly the New York Stock Exchange and
NASDAQ, and the number of listed companies peaked at 8025 in 1996, and reached 4,102 in
2012, half of its peak. The number of listed companies has fallen for various reasons, but the
number of IPOs has decreased due to delisting through M & A and revitalization of funding in
the private placement market. On the other hand, the average market capitalization of the U.S.
public market has numbered from $ 1.8 billion in 1996 to $ 7.3 billion in 2017, with fewer
companies with a market capitalization of less than $ 100 million and a market capitalization of
more than $ 50 billion. Listed companies account for 50% of total market capitalization.
Although the market capitalization of some companies has increased, the market as a whole has
doubled, but the gap has widened over the years.
Structural changes in the public equity market are likely to be a major factor behind the
increasing number of companies choosing to fund in the private market rather than in the open
market. The number of small and medium-sized businesses with a market capitalization of less
than $ 50 million has declined, and the public market (IPO) is under review now, with 140 listed
companies accounting for half of the total market capitalization. However, the industrial
structure has changed since 1996, and leading startups (small) tend to choose M & A by
companies with huge capital, and develop businesses faster with more advanced technology
development and marketing. In addition, technological innovation has promoted the digitization
of each industry, and even listed companies are not able to respond to changes in the market
environment, and there are many cases where delisting and M & A are taken place fast .For this
reason, companies need to procure highly specialized management resources more quickly,
deepen their connection with PEs and VCs who are familiar with market trends, and activate
non-IPO financing methods in the open market. In recent years, due to monetary easing, assets
under management in the United States reached $ 5 trillion in 2017 (2000: $ 1 trillion). The
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main reason for the prolonged period of the IPO and the active M & A is the combination of
structural changes in the capital markets and monetary easing policies.
・History of deregulation in the US stock market

1933: Securities Act
Regulations on the securities issue market (primary market). Established information disclosure
obligations such as a prospectus, quarterly financial report after listing, and a shareholder
transfer report.
1934: Stock Exchange Act
Regulations on the secondary securities market.
1982: Regulation D founded
Creation of a certified investor (an investor with net assets of $ 1 million or more, annual income
of $ 200,000 or more over the past two years, and a couple's gross income of $ 300,000 or more)
1996: Securities Reform Act（National Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996 NSMIA）
A law exempting securities listed on stock exchanges from the Blue Sky Act (state law). This law
also exempts private placement securities that comply with Regulation D , and started the
beginning of deregulation in the private placement market. With the number of IPOs declining
since 1997, the Securities Reform Act may be contributing significantly to the development of
private placement markets.
2012: JOBS law（Jumpstart our Business Startups Act）
Created Regulation A + and eased regulations to facilitate the financing of emerging growth
companies (EGC). Funding based on Regulation A + is also referred to as a mini IPO. Although
the funding for 12 months is limited to 20 million, it has led to the activation of stock
crowdfunding.
The decline in IPOs has been largely attributed to the enactment of the Securities Reform Act.
In addition, the JOBS Law has enabled the solicitation of unspecified majority by enacting
Regulation A +, and has eliminated the lockup period under Rule 144A. This allowed the private
market to be raised in a manner similar to a public offering, and the market grew to $ 3 trillion.
Currently, the US Congress and the SEC are taking the lead in reviewing the standards of
certified investors and addressing crypto asset regulations, but many STOs are able to solicit
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unspecified majority in Regulation D506 (c) There is a tendency to be performed in accordance
with it.Following the lock-up period under Rule 144A, the market is being handled in secondary
markets and is expected to be used for further development of private placement markets.
・ About the implementation of security token exchange

In the United States, security tokens are already widely used in private placement markets as a
financing method in compliance with regulations. Galaxy Digital Holdings Ltd., which is
operated by the Canadian exchange group TMX Group, was approved by FINRA in September
2019 as an underwriter for underwriting publicly offered securities. Galaxy Digital is a company
that manages and invests in crypto assets, and is also working on digitized IPOs with security
tokens. TMX Group operates a stock exchange for startups in Canada “TSX Venture Stock
Exchange '', and in the United States efforts to open a stock exchange that raises funding for
startups by the bill called Main street Growth Act are under way .
From this, the U.S. equity market has become an open market in which hundreds of companies,
including Big Tech, increase their market capitalization, and privately-owned markets, in which
companies aiming for rapid technological innovation with high levels of expertise and financing
from VCs and PEs , are successfully operating the business.By positioning it as a new listed
market for start-up companies, rather than as a replacement for traditional stock exchanges, it
will have the same value as a trading platform that also discloses private equity information such
as Second Market and Shares Post. We believe it can be provided to the world. ALLEX is
planning to expand in Southeast Asia and other emerging countries, and will work to revitalize
the capital markets in each country based on the private placement market trends in the United
States.
・ About the US private equity market

Second Market is a private equity trading platform. Since its inception in 2004, the company has
been actively involved in information disclosure, including obligating issuing companies to
disclose audited financial data. Leading emerging growth companies such as Facebook and
Pinterest before the IPO were also trading in the second market. In 2015, it was acquired by
NASDAQ Private Market. SharesPost, founded in 2009, is a private equity trading platform with
over 300 companies and over $ 4.5 billion in turnover. Shares of high-growth companies such as
Ant Financial Finance, ByteDance and Spotify are traded, approved by FINRA as broker dealers,
and registered by the SEC as an alternative trading system (ATS). Therefore, security token
issuance, transaction, and custody work are possible. SharesPost also supports over-the-counter
(OTC) trading of security tokens, but has announced plans to implement real-time trading in
the future.
Blockchain Capital, a venture capital investing in blockchain companies, is conducting a pilot
transaction on the security token "BCAP" issued on SharesPost. As described above, SharesPost,
which has many years of experience in the private equity market, engages in security token
transactions, and information disclosure efforts and investment environment improvements are
already underway in the United States. At present, the tendency for growing companies to raise
funds with security tokens to acquire a new investor base is not significant. However, as
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described in this chapter, the U.S. stock market has been forced to respond to structural changes
due to deregulation and the formation of a secondary market. Its effectiveness will be tested as a
future strategy.
In recent years, there have been a number of listed companies, such as the Wework, facing
problem of stock prices declining after the listing, and the expansion of the private placement
market has changed the structure of the public market itself. The public market used to play a
role in building a brand image and raising awareness in the past, but listing is now the goal of
company management, and many people have the impression of being involved just in a money
game. The effectiveness of private equity trading platforms and exchanges for start-up
companies is likely to increase in the future, as the gap between large companies and others
increases. In such a market environment, the security token exchange will play an important role
in new financing methods in the private placement market and in integrating the existing finance
with the token economy.
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6. About emerging capital markets

Emerging economies are undergoing rapid development on the back of growing personal
consumption as populations increase. The trend is also having a major impact on the global capital
markets, and it is expected to mature as financial sophistication becomes an attractive market for
investors around the world. In recent years, cross-border IPOs have also increased, with emerging
market companies listing on stock exchanges such as New York, London and Hong Kong. On the
other hand, in countries that have functioned as international financial centers, concerns over the
deterioration of the domestic situation due to anti-government demonstrations are causing the
risks surrounding capital markets.
Historically, capital markets have served as a link between companies and investors and have
evolved through “efficient funding”. However, global monetary easing and rapid changes in the
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industrial structure require companies and investors to take a more compound and multi-tiered
approach related to this issue.
In emerging countries, the uncertainty of laws and regulations and political unrest have a history
of hindering the expansion of the capital market, and low liquidity has been an issue for companies
to raise funds by listing on the stock exchange. It is necessary to foster domestic investors by
developing legislation aimed to protect investors, and to develop infrastructure that responds to
changes in the market environment in order to mature capital markets in emerging countries.

Improving the infrastructure will bring the expansion of financial services to the capital markets
and enable the creation of highly liquid markets. The revitalization of capital markets has led to
active investments in growth areas, and developed countries have achieved economic growth.
In addition, although laws and regulations and business customs differ in each country, developed
countries have been engaged in systematic efforts over the years to promote inter-market
transactions. The New York and London Stock Exchanges have a long history of playing a major
role as centers of international finance, and their dominance will not change. On the other hand,
with the surge of inflows into venture capital funds, some companies have opted for unlisted
medium- to long-term growth rather than listing. So, the role required for listed markets such as
stock exchanges is changing, and the growing demand for private equity (unlisted stocks) is
expected to create new markets.
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In addition, many emerging nations face the problem that the financing through capital markets
is not actively conducted due to the immaturity of the domestic financial system (the development
of legal and regulatory bodies). It can be said that efforts for soundness are indispensable. Even
large corporations often give priority to financing by borrowing from banks because they are family
owned or state owned. Small and medium-sized enterprises also face issues such as the lack of
institutional investors and the high market hurdle of listing on stock exchanges due to the market
environment in which the capital market is not functioning as a source of corporate financing.
Therefore, it is considered to be very important for the vitalization of the capital markets in
developing countries to promote citizens' participation in the market. "Improvement of financial
literacy, efforts to protect investors, diversification of financial products" "ALLEX" is planning
such a comprehensive approach.
In the future, we will work with central banks and the Financial Services Agency (similar
institutions) of each country to develop regulations on STO, and build a transparent financial
system to create a market where people can easily participate in it. This environment will lead to
a better capital market. In emerging nations, it is expected that the spread of financial inclusion
through the spread of blockchain technology and other fintech technologies will improve the
financial literacy of citizens and stimulate participation in capital markets. Regulations will
continue to be a challenge. In addition, the capital markets of each country are not in a state where
their credibility has not been ensured due to the lack of STO regulations. As a security token
exchange that has strengths in public opinion formation and media communication to promote
research and policies, we will promote initiatives rooted in the capital markets of each country.
Currently, Regulation-compliant STOs are the mainstream in the U.S. private placement market,
but "ALLEX" is a security token exchange in emerging countries as a "T + 0 settlement", "24x7",
"Quorval" security token exchange. We aim to revitalize the capital markets and will continue to
discuss international laws and regulations with stock exchanges and regulators around the world.
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7. Security token definition

Security tokens are issued around the world, mainly in the United States and Germany, and in
Japan, just before the legal revision scheduled for next spring, the concept of security token
business by major financial groups has been reported one after another. It implies to digitize
financial products such as corporate bonds on the blockchain, share and record information,
develop platforms that enable 24/7 financial transactions and financial products, as well as
membership and users rights on the blockchain.There is an effort to represent various assets and
rights as tokens, such as the development of a platform that enables "OTC (Private) trading". In
the future, we will be able to invest a small amount in asset classes, such as "private equity
(unlisted shares), REITs (real estate investment trusts), and ABS (asset-backed securities),"
which were not available to ordinary investors until now. There are great expectations for
building a secondary market. In addition, security tokens are considered to be “income-gain
(profits from dividends)” financial products such as corporate bonds, real estate, and corporate
profit sharing rights.
・ Cryptographic assets (bitcoin, etc.) Capital gains (trading gains): profits from price
fluctuations
・ Security Token Income Gain (Profit from Dividend): Profit from Dividends Several Times a
Year
The security tokens have the above features, and it has been thought that they will spread more
in the form of "OTC (relative) transactions" between individuals than exchanges. However,
security tokens are the collective term for rights such as membership and service consumers
rights, and there are also initiatives to create and sell various digitalized rights.Because laws and
regulations differ from country to country, the definition and interpretation are still ambiguous.
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8. About "security token" and "tokenized
securities"

Although the difference between "security tokens" and "tokenized securities" is not currently
internationally defined, the Association of Asian Securities and Financial Markets (ASIFMA)
reported in its "Tokenized Securities" report , the following definition.
■ Tokenised Securities A Roadmap for Market Participants and Regulators November 2019

A token is a digital representation of rights to any tangible (financial or otherwise) or intangible
assets. Tokenised securities and security tokens are two different concepts. Tokenised securities
are generally thought of as traditional, regulated securities, but with a digital wrapper. For the
purposes of this paper, we are focusing in particular on shares and bonds which are issued,
traded and owned with proof of ownership recorded on a distributed ledger.
On the other hand, security tokens can have a broader scope and intrinsic features that are
designed to represent assets typically of an underlying financial type, such as participation in
companies or earnings streams, or an entitlement to dividends or interest payments, or a
combination thereof packaged into one. Depending on their economic function and terms, these
tokens may be classified as equities, bonds, collective investment schemes or derivatives.
Isolating specific economic functions can lead to new socalled “alternative assets” (e.g. tokenised
cash flows from real estate, royalty cashflows from a work of art) which are increasingly being
discussed as potential candidates for security tokens due to the increased process efficiency and
the ability to access global liquidity pools.
Despite these differences, the two terms are often used interchangeably, and both are used in
this paper. Nonetheless, the regulatory and operational differences between tokenised securities
and security tokens should be kept in mind throughout. We can also contemplate a future
scenario where security tokens (blockchain-native securities) are the norm. The differentiation
between the two types might blur and fade over time.
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9. The growth of security token

In a report on the STO market, Chain Partners, a South Korean blockchain company, forecasts
the growth of ABS (asset-backed securities) security tokens. At present, efforts are being made
to issue stocks and bonds as security tokens, but in Germany the Fundament Group has
approved STO backed by real estate-backed securities by BaFin (German Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority), and in the future the issuance of ABS (asset-backed security) security
tokens may increase.
Chain Partners estimates in its report that the market for security tokens will grow to US $ 2
trillion by 2030, with an average annual growth rate (CAGR) of 59% by 2019-2030. About the
structure and market size of ABS (asset-backed securities).In 1996, asset-backed securities have
been issued in Japan and have been used as a means of financing for companies. Companies can
invest through trust companies or special purpose companies (SPC) ・ Commercial real estate
loan-backed securities (CMBS) ・ Mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) ・ Debt-backed
securities (CDO): Securities of assets such as corporate bonds and loan receivables (for
companies).
Issuance of asset securitization products reached 9.8 trillion yen in 2006, but the amount of
issuance decreased due to the impact of the subprime loan problem. In recent years, the amount
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of issuance of asset securitization products has been around 3 to 4 trillion yen, but in the United
States it has reached about $ 2.1 trillion in 2016, so it can be said that further efforts are
necessary. In a report released by Chain Partners, ABST will account for most of the STO
breakdown in the future. ABS, which has a high yield as an investment product, accounts for
more than 30% of the U.S. fixed income market, and its market size is large. Many cases are
expected to be developed by this impact.
However, at the present time, clearing the laws and regulations of each country is the most
important issue for transitioning from ABS to ST, and it is necessary to formulate ABS that
backs cash flow in consideration of various risks. In the United States, the risk of default has been
increasing in the car loan ABS market, and it has been revealed that low creditworthy people are
delaying loan payments. Due to the risk of default in ABS, it may be necessary to inform
investors of the risk of issuing STs.
There are various STO-related initiatives around the world, and the following cases have been
confirmed.
・ "Worldchess" (The UK): The announcement of the implementation of the "Hybrid IPO (STO
+ IPO)" has attracted attention as a new case used for STO or pre-IPO funding rounds. It can be
said that this is a new example of the integration of the existing stock market and the token
economy, and the benefits of acquiring a new investor base are considered to be in the “Hybrid
IPO”.
・ “Neufund” (Germany): ETO (Equity Token Offering) that issues company stocks as security
tokens. STO is a general term for converting a wide range of assets (rights), such as corporate
bonds and dividend income, into security tokens in accordance with the laws and regulations of
each country. Neufund calls security tokenization of stocks ETO. ETO is also called a
“blockchain IPO” because it is a blockchain-based fundraising scheme. The minimum
investment in Germany is lower than in the United States, creating an STO market that is open
to general investors.
Currently, regulation-compliant STOs are the mainstream in the U.S. private placement market,
but "ALLEX" is a security token exchange in Southeast Asia that is a "T + 0 settlement", "24x7",
"crowdhall" security token exchange. Aiming to revitalize the market, stock exchanges around the
world are also considering how international laws and regulations should be applied. The use of
publicly offered STOs to provide investment opportunities for general investors to "private
equity (unlisted shares)" is crucial. We will continue to discuss this issue with regulatory
agencies.
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10. Security tokens. Local laws and regulations

At present, security tokens in Japan are defined as one-term securities due to amendments to the
Financial Instruments and Exchange Law, and are subject to strict disclosure regulations
(submission of securities registration statements, issuance of prospectuses, Disclosure). The
FSA's director in the Diet deliberation has stated that it will not be classified as a security if the
distribution is low, and restricts the distribution of security tokens by limiting the transfer target
and setting a lock-up period using smart contract technology.The New Business Federation
recommends this as well. Restricting the circulation of security tokens can reduce the cost of
businesses because there is no substantial basis for regulating them as unary securities, but strict
disclosure regulations except in the following cases: it is impeding the development of the
Japanese STO market.
・ Private placement for eligible institutional investors only
・ Private recruitment of less than 50 applicants
・ Equity investment crowdfunding
In Japan, except for the above cases, security tokens are classified as “securities 1”. However, if
their distribution is restricted by contract or technology, the security tokens are subject to
regulation as securities 1.It is possible that the security token may be classified as a securable
security because it is not justified as type 2.Securities are also referred to as “deemed securities,”
and are characterized by the fact that disclosure regulations, such as the contents of securities
registration statements, are not applied, as in case with group investment scheme interests and
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trust beneficiary rights. Attempts to implement STO in Japan based on this hypothesis may be
the optimal solution at present, but if "managed liquidity" is secured, the security token can be
used as a second security. The Cabinet Office Ordinance is considered about it
・ Restrictions on transfer (transferable only to members in the service and whitelisted
participants)
・ Lock-up period setting (cannot be transferred for 6 months after issuance or transfer)
・ It is guaranteed that distribution is restricted by utilizing technologies such as smart contracts.
If the security is secured as described above, the security token shall be classified as a security of
Section 1 (Right to transfer electronic records). It is considered indispensable for the
development of the STO market.
・ Investor attributes (qualified investors, general investors, foreign investors)
・ Whether or not to solicit unspecified majority
・ Restrict maximum procurement amount
It is thought that it is necessary to create a detailed framework for private placements, overseas
investors, and small IPOs. The Japan Federation of Economic Affairs is also recommending a
review of the system design because the current one-part securities system does not fully support
the STO.
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On the other hand, in the United States, the SEC and issuers are cooperating, and efforts are
being made steadily for the STO, such as using the SEC registration exemption provisions
(Regulation D) stipulated by the Securities Act. In the US capital market, investment in
promising start-up companies (unlisted stocks) has been overheated, and overlisting issues such
as falling below public stocks after listing have been a big issue. In private placement markets,
deregulation (Federal Law: NSMIA / JOBS Act) has been undertaken to encourage startups to
raise funds. At present, the private placement market for qualified institutional investors is at the
core of the US capital formation market, and STO is being implemented as a new financing
method using Regulation D506 (c) and Rule 144A.
Thus, in the United States, security tokens are issued by applying Regulation, which is an
exemption from the SEC, so it has a strong meaning, such as a new method of issuing securities
in the private placement market, but in Germany due to different laws and regulations, public
offerings have been made. In Germany, STOs have a small minimum investment and are open to
individual investors. An IPO submitted a prospectus to BaFin (German Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority) and confirmed that the project would take seven months to approve, but
requires a two-and-a-half to three-year lead time, it can be said that the period for fundraising by
public offering is short.
As part of the promotion of digital transformation (DX) in the financial domain, efforts are also
being made in Germany to build a data sharing system using distributed ledger technology. The
German exchange is working with Commerzbank, Credit Suisse and UBS to introduce
decentralized ledger technology to bond trading. Debt trading on the German exchange uses a
platform developed using the blockchain Corda. This initiative gained the attention.
The transparency of laws and regulations in many emerging market capital markets is considered
to be an issue, and the creation of economic spheres utilizing blockchain technology has been
described as “ improving people's financial literacy”, participating in capital markets, so
"promotion of digitalization" is necessary. In some countries, banks have a shortage of loans to
SMEs, and STO financing may stimulate SMEs' economic activity and create better capital
markets. In Indonesia's capital markets, which are characterized by the fact that most bank loans
are limited to large companies, there are markets in which the use of security tokens and smart
contracts to improve the efficiency of the securities market and improve financial infrastructure
is a priority. It can be said that it leads to a new formation.
“ALLEX” is working on the development of a security token exchange system that is compliant
with laws and regulations, taking into account the issues of the capital markets in each country.
In the future, business development such as continuous support for companies with excellent
social significance and sustained growth, will be on the next round and guidance for IPO and
recruitment of human resources, public relations activities in cooperation with overseas media
will take place. We plan to contribute to the improving the liquidity of capital markets in each
country.
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11. Overview of the CEZA DATO
Supplemental Rules

The “Rules on Digital Asset and Token Offerings” (“CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules” or the
“Rules”) is a special set of rules issued by the Cagayan Economic Zone Authority (“CEZA”), which
govern the offer of digital assets (“DAs”) by Issuers formed or licensed to do business within the
Cagayan Special Economic Zone and Free Port (“CSEZFP”).
It supplements the CEZA Financial Technology Solutions and Offshore Virtual Currency Business
Rules and Regulations of 2018 (“CEZA FTSOVCBRR of 2018”) by providing specific
requirements and procedures for the registration and certification of DATOs;
CEZA-licensed Issuers and other persons subject to the provisions of the Rules shall principally
deal with:
(i) CEZA, which functions as the principal regulatory authority in respect of the enforcement and
implementation of said Rules; and
(ii) the self-regulatory organization (“SRO”) appointed by CEZA to assist in such enforcement
and implementation and to perform industry, regulatory and public interest functions relative to
DATOs. In this regard, CEZA has appointed the ABACA Business Association, Inc. (“ABACA”)
to function as such SRO.
Digital Asset and Token Offerings Covered
The offers of DAs covered by the Rules ‒ or DATOs ‒ are those offers to purchase or otherwise
acquire DAs to be issued by an Issuer formed or licensed to do business within CSEZFP to more
than twenty persons during any twelve month period.
It must be noted, however, that said DATOs should concern DAs that shall not be sold or offered
for sale or distribution within the Philippines.
Moreover, an Issuer who intends to have a DATO registered under the Rules must ensure that it
complies with the laws and regulations applicable to the offer of DAs to persons in any jurisdiction
where it considers to offer DAs under the laws and regulations of such jurisdiction.
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In this regard, any DATO made to persons within the jurisdiction of the Philippines shall comply
with the relevant laws, rules and regulations that may govern such offering thereat and show to
CEZA and the SRO such proof of compliance
Tier-Based Classification of DATOs
DATOs under the Rules are classified into three (3) tiers ‒ Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 ‒ according
to the amount a particular DATO seeks to raise.
Thus: Tier Threshold Amounts (USD / other currency equivalent)
Tier 1 DATO Not exceeding Five Million U.S. Dollars (US$5,000,000)
Tier 2 DATO Exceeding Five Million U.S. Dollars (US$5,000,000) but not exceeding Ten Million
U.S. Dollars (US$10,000,000)
Tier 3 DATO Exceeding Ten Million U.S. Dollars (US$10,000,000)
The foregoing threshold amounts are subject to quarterly review by the SRO, which shall come up
with recommendations for CEZAʼs consideration on whether to retain or adjust ranges based on
its assessment of market conditions and exigencies of effective regulation.
Different rules and requirements for registration apply to each DATO tier.
On the other hand, Tier 2 DATOs and Tier 3 DATOs whose Issuers voluntarily apply for SRO
certification must not only comply with the foregoing (and other regulations as CEZA and/or SRO
may hereafter provide pursuant to the Rules), but also, among others, possess agreements with
Offshore Virtual Currency Exchanges, wallet providers or custodians, put in place the necessary
arrangements for the provision of listing and custodianship services by the foregoing and appoint
a DA Agent.
The DA Agent
As mentioned in the previous discussion, the Issuers of Tier 2 DATOs and Tier 3 DATOs whose
Issuers voluntarily apply for SRO certification must, among others, appoint a DA Agent, among
those accredited or registered with the SRO.
The primary role of the DA Agent is two-fold: first, he/she shall advise and guide the Issuer as to
its responsibilities and obligations to ensure compliance with all applicable rules; and second, to
liaise with CEZA and the SRO regarding any information required by the regulators, including any
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breach by the Issuer, of which the DA Agent is aware or has reasonable suspicion. Other functions
of the DA Agent are spelled out in the Rules and shall be subject to additional rules or guidelines
issued by CEZA or the SRO.
Filing with the SRO
The Issuer shall submit its registration and other supporting documents to the SRO (with a copy
thereof furnished to CEZA) and pay the applicable filing fees therefor. The specific requirements
and procedure for submission of documents, schedule of fees and other matters relating to the
filing of documents for registration shall be the subject of subsequent issuances from CEZA and/or
the SRO.
Publication Requirement
Following the submission of the Offer Document to the SRO for purposes of registration under
the Rules, the same should first be published in electronic form.
The precise manner of publication shall be the subject of subsequent issuances from CEZA and/or
the SRO.
SRO Decision
The SRO shall evaluate the submissions made by an Issuer (relative to a DATO sought to be
registered pursuant to the Rules) and decide whether or not, among others, the Offer Document
complies with the Rules and notify CEZA, the Issuer and/or the DA Agent, as the case may be, of
such decision.
Such decision may be reviewed or modified by CEZA at its own instance by notifying the SRO and
the Issuer or the DA Agent, as the case may be, in writing of CEZAʼs intention to undertake a
review thereof within such timeframe as CEZA or the SRO may provide.
Registration Regime
In general, each DATO sought to be registered with CEZA must submit the following basic
registration documents:
1. Offer Document. ‒ A document prepared by an Issuer containing the information necessary to
enable investors to make an informed assessment of the prospects of the Issuer, the proposed
Project and the features of the Digital Asset. It must be prepared in the specific manner prescribed
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by the Rules and contain the information and other particulars required thereunder, particularly
Schedule 1 of the Rules;
2. Directorsʼ and Officersʼ Certificate. ‒ A certificate signed by each of the directors, as well as the
relevant officers (including, but not limited to, the Chief Executive Officer and President, or
equivalent officer), of the Issuer certifying that the Offer Document satisfies the requirements
therefor found in the Rules and is, to the best of their collective knowledge, true and accurate in
all material respects; and
3. DA Agentʼs Certificate. ‒ A certificate signed by the DA Agent that he/she has reviewed the
Offer Document and that based on his/her review, such Offer Document satisfies the
requirements under Rules (particularly its Schedule 1).
Further, in the case of Tier 2 DATOs and Tier 3 DATOs which voluntarily opt for certification,
the following should likewise be submitted:
1. Agreements and/or proof of arrangements made with Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange(s)
in respect of having the DAs listed or admitted to trading on said Exchanges;
2. Agreements and/or proof of arrangements made with CEZA/SRO-accredited wallet provider(s)
and/or custodian(s), as the case may be, in respect of the holding of the DAs subject to the DATO
and other arrangements necessary to effect the provision of such service; and
3. Other applicable rules, including special rules for Asset-Backed DATOs.
In all cases, CEZA and/or the SRO may (i) require the submission of additional documents; and
(ii) promulgate guidelines or special rules governing the submission of papers in relation to these
Rules.
Rules for Asset-Backed DATOs
In addition to the foregoing, special rules also apply to DATOs concerning a DA which is backed
by a collateral asset. To begin, a relevant person (as defined thereunder) may not make an AssetBacking Representation, i.e., any statement or conduct which would reasonably cause a person to
believe that the value or liquidity of the DA is asset- backed; and/or a holder of the DA has a legal
right to exchange it for other assets of any kind held by another person, unless:
1. The Issuer of the DA to which such representation relates has made and continues to make an
Asset-Backing Disclosure (containing matters set out in Schedule 2 of the Rules) in relation to
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that DA to the public which was last updated not more than six (6) months before the
representation; and
2. An Asset-Backing Certification (in respect of the matters set out in Schedule 2 of the Rules) has
been made by an SRO-accredited Asset-Backing Auditor in respect of each of the DAs to which
the Asset-Backing Representation relates, not more than twelve (12) months prior to the making
of the Asset-Backing Representation; unless CEZA has determined in writing that such a
certification is not required in relation to all of the DAs to which the Asset-Backing Representation
relates.
Moreover, Issuers offering asset-backed DAs, prior to engaging in any business related to DAs
backed by collateral assets, must, among others, deposit funds in an amount and to a custodian to
be determined by the SRO prior to the issuance of any asset-backed DA.
SRO Code of Conduct Further to its duties and responsibilities in relation to the enforcement and
implementation of the Rules, the SRO is empowered to issue a Code of Conduct in relation to
DATOs for the purpose of providing guidance as to the duties and requirements to be complied
with and the procedures and principles to be observed by persons to whom or which the Rules
apply.
Any failure to comply with such code shall be taken into account in determining whether the
DATO is being conducted in accordance with the Rules and may expose the non-complying person
to penalties.
**DISCLAIMER: This document is for informational purposes only and is not intended to
supplement, interpret, modify or otherwise lend conclusive or reliable determination in relation to
the CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules**
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12. Filing and Publication of Offer Document

Excerpt from RULES ON DIGITAL ASSET AND TOKEN OFFERINGS (SUPPLEMENTAL
RULE TO THE FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS AND OFFSHORE VIRTUAL
CURRENCY BUSINESS RULES AND REGULATIONS OF CEZA OF 2018).
Section 2.01
Subject to Section 2.02,no person shall offer Digital Assets in the form of a DATO unless prior to
such offer, the Issuer publishes in electronic form an Offer Document and, prior to publication of
such Offer Document, the Issuer files it with the SRO with a copy thereof furnished to CEZA.
Section 2.03
The SRO shall notify CEZA and the Issuer or the DA Agent, as the case may be, of the SROʼs
decision that the Offer Document complies with these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules within
the timeframe provided by the SRO. Such decision may be reviewed or modified by CEZA at its
own instance by notifying the SRO and the Issuer or the DA Agent, as the case may be, in writing
of CEZAʼs intention to undertake a review thereof within such timeframe as CEZA or the SRO
may provide.
Section Section 2.04
An Offer Document shall be valid for twelve (12) months after its acceptance by the SRO or, if
later, successful completion of its review by CEZA.
Section 2.05
An Issuer may take into account the advice of one or more Experts in determining that the Offer
Document is true and accurate in all material respects; Provided, that the Issuer selects each Expert
in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Code of Conduct; Provided, further, that the
Issuer has alerted each Expert to the application of these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules to the
Expert and the Expertʼs potential liability under these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules. Provided,
further, that such information may be considered by the SRO or CEZA in the course of their
respective evaluation or review of such Offer Document. Corrections to the Offer Document
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Section 4.01 Where any part of a filed or published Offer Document ceases to be true or accurate
in any material respect, or becomes misleading, the Issuer shall, within ten (10) days after
becoming aware of that fact:
(a) publish supplementary particulars disclosing the material changes; and
(b) file a copy of the supplementary particulars, signed by an officer thereof duly authorized to do
so, with the SRO and CEZA.
・Certification by the SRO and DA Agent Obligations
Section 5.01
(b) have agreed with a wallet provider and/or custodian, as the case may be, that is accredited
pursuant to the pertinent rules and regulations issued by CEZA or the SRO
(i) that the Digital Assets subject to the DATO will be held by such wallet provider and/or
custodian, and
(ii) that such wallet provider and/or custodian shall have put in place all arrangements required
by those rules and regulations to effect the provision of such service in accordance with any
requirement in those rules and regulations and in the Code of Conduct; and
(c) be certified by the SRO in accordance with Section 5.02 of these CEZA DATO Supplemental
Rules.
Section 5.02
In order to be certified by the SRO, the Issuer must appoint, and have in place for such period as
its Digital Assets are listed on an Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange, a DA Agent. Such DA
Agent shall be independent from the Issuer and shall confirm to CEZA and the SRO for this
purpose such DA Agentʼs independence in writing if required.
・Asset-Backing Auditor
Asset-Backing Auditor means a person who has been accredited by or registered with the SRO,
pursuant to Section 6.05 and subject to such rules and regulations as the SRO may hereafter
promulgate, to act as such person, including to perform the functions described in Section 6.03;
・DA(Digital Asset)Agent
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DA Agent means a person who has been accredited by or registered with the SRO, subject to such
rules and regulations as the SRO may hereafter promulgate, to act as such person, including to
perform the functions described in Section 5.03; Digital Asset or Token Offering or DATO means
an offer to more than twenty (20) persons during any twelve- (12) month period to purchase or
otherwise acquire Digital Assets to be issued by an Issuer;
Offer Document means a document prepared by an Issuer containing the information necessary
to enable investors to make an informed assessment of the prospects of the Issuer, the proposed
Project and the features of the Digital Asset in the manner prescribed in Article III and Schedule
1 for the purposes of compliance with Section 2.01 of these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules;
Section 5.03
The DA Agent shall:
(a) advise and guide the Issuer as to its responsibilities and obligations to ensure compliance with
these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules and any Code of Conduct;
(b) advise and guide the Issuer on all matters relating to admission of the Issuerʼs Digital Assets
to trading on an Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange and their ongoing trading thereon;
(c) disclose to CEZA and the SRO without delay any breach by the Issuer of these CEZA DATO
Supplemental Rules or the Code of Conduct of which it is aware or has reasonable suspicion;
(d) disclose to CEZA and the SRO without delay any information or explanation that CEZA and/or
the SRO may reasonably require relating to the DATO and the admission to trading and ongoing
trading of the Issuerʼs Digital Assets on an Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange;
(e) act as a liaison between the Issuer and CEZA and the SRO on all matters arising in connection
with the DATO and the admission to trading and ongoing trading of the Issuerʼs Digital Assets on
an Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange;
(f) advise CEZA and the SRO in writing without delay of its resignation, intention to surrender its
registration that permits it to act as a DA Agent, or if its appointment as the DA Agent of an Issuer
is terminated, giving details of any relevant fact or circumstance. The DA Agent shall send a copy
of such notice to the Issuer;
(g) submit to CEZA and the SRO a certificate of compliance confirming that the Offer Document
satisfies the requirements in Schedule 1 of these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules on or before
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the date on which the Issuer files the Offer Document with the SRO in accordance with Section
2.01 and a certificate of compliance confirming that it has performed its obligations under Section
5.03 on an annual basis thereafter; and
(h) comply with such other rules and requirements as CEZA and the SRO may prescribe from time
to time.
Section 5.04
In discharging its obligations under Section 5.03, a DA Agent shall:
(a) deal with CEZA and/or the SRO in an open and cooperative manner;
(b) deal promptly with all enquiries raised by CEZA and/or the SRO; and
(c) disclose to CEZA and the SRO any relevant information relating to itself or the Issuer of which
it has knowledge and which relates to material non-compliance with any of the provisions of these
CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules or any Code of Conduct, within ten (10) days after becoming
aware of the material non-compliance. In discharging its obligations hereunder, the DA agent shall
determine what is material non-compliance by considering:
(i) whether any loss has or may be suffered by the Issuer or the Issuerʼs investors or potential
investors;
(ii) the frequency with which non-compliance has occurred;
(iii) whether the non- compliance is systemic; and
(iv) the ability of the Issuer to continue offering Digital Assets.
Rules for Asset-Backed DATOs Section 6.01
In addition to the requirements set forth in Articles II to V, an Issuer who intends to offer a Digital
Asset backed by a Collateral Asset in the form of a DATO, as well any Relevant Person in relation
to Asset-Backing Representations, Asset-Backing Certifications and other matters covered by this
Article, shall be subject to the provisions of this Article.
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13. Rules for Asset-Backed DATOs

Excerpt from RULES ON DIGITAL ASSET AND TOKEN OFFERINGS (SUPPLEMENTAL
RULE TO THE FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS AND OFFSHORE VIRTUAL
CURRENCY BUSINESS RULES AND REGULATIONS OF CEZA OF 2018)
Article VI. Rules for Asset-Backed DATOs
Section 6.01
In addition to the requirements set forth in Articles II to V, an Issuer who intends to offer a Digital
Asset backed by a Collateral Asset in the form of a DATO, as well any Relevant Person in relation
to Asset-Backing Representations, Asset-Backing Certifications and other matters covered by this
Article, shall be subject to the provisions of this Article.
Prohibition on Making an Asset-Backing Representation Concerning Digital Assets
(a) A Relevant Person must not make, whether by statement or other conduct, directly or indirectly,
an Asset-Backing Representation in relation to one or more Digital Assets unless the
circumstances set out in Section 6.03 apply.
(b) A Relevant Person must ensure that its officers, employees and agents do not make, whether
by statement or other conduct, directly or indirectly, an Asset- Backing Representation in relation
to one or more Digital Assets unless the circumstances set out in Section 6.03 apply.
Section 6.03 Complying Asset-Backing Representation
Notwithstanding Section 6.02, a Relevant Person may make or cause to be made, whether by
statement or other conduct, an Asset-Backing Representation in relation to one or more Digital
Assets if, at the time of making the Asset-Backing Representation:
(a) the Issuer of each of the relevant Digital Assets to which the Asset-Backing Representation
relates has made and continues to make an Asset-Backing Disclosure in relation to that Digital
Asset to the public which was last updated not more than six (6) months before the representation;
and
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(b) either:
(i) CEZA has determined in writing pursuant to Section 6.04 that an Asset-Backing Certification
is not required in relation to all of the Digital Assets to which the Asset- Backing Representation
relates; or
(ii) in any other case, an Asset-Backing Certification has been made by an Asset- Backing Auditor
in respect of each of the Digital Assets to which the Asset-Backing Representation relates, not
more than twelve (12) months prior to the making of the Asset-Backing Representation.
Section 6.04
Determination Regarding an Asset-Backed Certification ‒
In determining whether or not an AssetBacking Certification is required in relation to a Digital
Asset or an Asset-Backing Representation under Section 6.03, CEZA or the SRO may take account
of any matters it considers relevant including:
(a) the value and size of the DATO of, or the current or future market in, the Digital Asset;
(b) the type of assets which would be described in the AssetBacking Representation;
(c) the number, location and types of jurisdictions where the Digital Asset is or will be offered or
may trade; and
(d) the extent to which the issuer of the Digital Asset is subject to regulation in other jurisdictions
in relation to the reliability of any Asset-Backing Representation.
Section 6.05 Asset-Backing Auditors
(a) A person may apply to the SRO for accreditation, and the SRO may issue an accreditation
certificate to a person to act, as an Asset-Backing Auditor.
(b) In licensing or accrediting an Asset-Backing Auditor, the SRO may determine or prescribe in
writing:
(i) appropriate skills and qualifications for appointment as an Asset-Backing Auditor which may
include appropriate financial investigation, accounting and legal skills and qualifications;
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(ii) other requirements for appointment as an AssetBacking Auditor;
(iii) an application fee for a person applying for an accreditation certificate; and
(iv) an annual fee for a person to hold an accreditation certificate.
(c) The SRO shall conduct the accreditation of an AssetBacking Auditor, subject to rules, orders
or guidelines to be issued by CEZA, through the Office of the Administrator, pursuant to Section
6.05 (b).
Asset-Backing Certifications
(a) An Issuer of a Digital Asset or any other person may request an accredited Asset- Backing
Auditor to provide an Asset-Backing Certification in relation to that Digital Asset.
(b) An Asset-Backing Certification can only be issued by an accredited Asset-Backing Auditor,
and in accordance with Section 6.06 (c).
(c) An Asset-Backing Auditor must carefully investigate and be satisfied as to the truth of the
matters in relation to a Digital Asset which it is required to certify as set out in the Schedule 2, as
at the date of the Asset-Backing Certification.
(d) An Asset-Backing Auditor must give a copy of its investigation report to CEZA and the SRO
immediately after completion of the investigation and a copy of any Asset- Backing Certification.
(e) On receiving an Asset-Backing Auditor's report, CEZA or the SRO may, by written notice and
given to the Issuer or other Relevant Person who requested the Asset- Backing Certification,
require the Issuer or other Relevant Person to submit to CEZA or the SRO further information
about a matter relating to the Digital Asset mentioned in the report. The Issuer or other Relevant
Person shall submit the required information within the time stated in the notice.
(f) The cost of investigation and Asset-Backing Certification shall be for the account of the Issuer
or other Relevant Person requesting the Asset-Backing Certification.
Section 6.07
The SRO shall publish a list of current Asset Backing Certifications and the dates on which they
were made. The SRO is not liable for any errors or omissions in any list it publishes.
Section 6.08
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CEZA requires all Issuers prior to engaging in any business-related to Digital Assets backed by
Collateral Assets, to comply with the following:
(a) Provide CEZA and the SRO with its internal rules and regulations in the conduct of its business
on Asset Tokens;
(b) The deposit of funds in an amount and to a custodian to be determined by the SRO prior to
the issuance of any assetbacked virtual currency; and
(c) Provide a performance bond or equivalent in an amount acceptable to the SRO.
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14. Compliance with Applicable Laws on the
Offering of Securities and Financial Crime

Excerpt from RULES ON DIGITAL ASSET AND TOKEN OFFERINGS (SUPPLEMENTAL
RULE TO THE FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS AND OFFSHORE VIRTUAL
CURRENCY BUSINESS RULES AND REGULATIONS OF CEZA OF 2018)
Section 7.01
An Issuer shall ensure that it complies with the laws and regulations applicable to the offer of
Digital Assets to persons in any jurisdiction where it is considered to offer Digital Assets under
the laws and regulations of such jurisdiction. For the avoidance of doubt, any DATO made to
persons within the jurisdiction of the Philippines shall comply with the relevant laws, rules and
regulations that may govern such offering thereat.
Section 7.02
An Issuer of Asset Tokens or Virtual Currency shall provide to CEZA or the SRO, at their request,
evidence that it is not unlawful to offer such Digital Assets to persons in any jurisdiction where the
Issuer intends to offer or has offered such Digital Assets in relation to its DATO.
Section 7.03
An Issuer shall, in relation to a DATO, ensure that it applies appropriate measures relating to
identification and verification of persons participating in the DATO or to whom such Digital
Assets are issued.
Section 7.04
Appropriate measures shall include such measures as should be sufficient to comply with all laws
and regulations applicable to the Issuer and any Code of Conduct.
Section 7.05
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Nothing in these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules or any Code of Conduct shall be understood
to mean that CEZA or the SRO has approved, consented to or endorsed the offer of Digital Assets
to persons in any jurisdiction or has indicated that any such offer complies with the laws and
regulations applicable in such jurisdiction.
Section 8.03
An Issuer shall disclose to CEZA and the SRO without delay any material failure to comply with
any of the provisions of these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules or the Code of Conduct.
Article IX. Penalties
Section 9.01
A person who offers Digital Assets in the form of a DATO without complying with the
requirements set forth in Section 2.01 or otherwise contravenes the provisions of Article II shall
be liable to pay a fine not exceeding Five Hundred Thousand United States Dollars
(US$500,000.00) or its Philippine Peso equivalent. A director or officer of the Issuer who was
knowingly involved in the breach shall be liable to pay a fine not exceeding Five Hundred
Thousand United States Dollars (US$500,000.00) or its Philippine Peso equivalent.
Section 9.02
A person who contravenes Article IV or Article V shall be liable to pay a fine not exceeding Five
Hundred Thousand United States Dollars (US$500,000.00) or its Philippine Peso equivalent.
A director or officer of the Issuer or DA Agent, as the case may be, who was knowingly involved in
the breach shall be liable to pay a fine not exceeding Five Hundred Thousand United States Dollars
(US$500,000.00) or its Philippine Peso equivalent. Section 9.03 Any person (such as an Issuer, a
director or officer of an Issuer and, where applicable, a DA Agent and an Expert) who makes or
authorizes the making of a statement in a filed or published Offer Document that is not true and
accurate in all material respects or is misleading, unless he proves either that at the time he made
the statement he had reasonable grounds to believe it was so true and accurate or was not
misleading, shall be liable to pay a fine not exceeding Five Hundred Thousand United States
Dollars (US$500,000.00) or its Philippine Peso equivalent.
Section 9.04
A Relevant Person who contravenes Section 6.02 shall be liable to pay a fine as follows:
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(1) if the person is an individual, by a fine not exceeding One Hundred Thousand United States
Dollars (US$100,000.00) or its Philippine Peso equivalent;
(2) in any other case, Five Hundred Thousand United States Dollars (US$500,000.00) or its
Philippine Peso equivalent. In addition, if a Relevant Person who contravenes Section 6.02 holds
a license, certificate of registration or any similar authority granted by CEZA, CEZA may suspend
or cancel such license, certificate of registration or similar authority.
Section 9.05
An Issuer or other Relevant Person that makes or publishes a false or misleading Asset- Backing
Disclosure, or an Asset-Backing Auditor or Relevant Person that makes or publishes a false or
misleading Asset-Backing Certification, shall be liable to the penalty in Section 9.02.
Section 9.06
A person who contravenes Section 8.01 shall be liable to the penalty in Section 9.01.
Section 9.07
A person who contravenes Section 8.03 shall be liable to pay a fine not exceeding Ten Thousand
United States Dollars (US$10,000.00) or its Philippine Peso equivalent. A director or officer of
the Issuer who was knowingly involved in the breach shall be liable to pay a fine not exceeding Ten
Thousand United States Dollars (US$10,000.00) or its Philippine Peso equivalent.
Section 9.08
Where a filed or published Offer Document invites persons to purchase Digital Assets of an Issuer,
the following persons shall be liable to pay compensation to all those who prove that they
purchased to their detriment any such Digital Assets in reliance on that Offer Document for the
loss or damage they may have sustained by reason of any statement not being true and accurate in
all material respects included therein which is relevant to the DATO:
(a) the Issuer;
(b) each director and officer of the Issuer that certified the Offer Document in accordance with
Section 2.02; and
(c) any Expert who permitted a statement or an extract of a report or valuation made by the Expert
in his capacity as such to be included or referred to in the Offer Document or who consented to
such use.
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Section 9.09
No person shall be liable under Section 9.07 if he proves:
(a) that the statement that was not true and accurate in all material respects was corrected or
rectified in supplementary particulars published pursuant to Section 4.01 or, in the case of an
Expert, that the Expert requested such correction or rectification;
(b) that, after the issue of the Offer Document and before any issue thereunder, he, on becoming
aware of a statement that was not true and accurate in all material respects therein, withdrew his
consent thereto and gave reasonable public notice of the withdrawal and of the reason therefor; or
(c) that as regards:
(i) every statement that was not true and accurate in all material respects not purporting to be
made on the authority of an Expert or of a public official document or statement, he had reasonable
grounds to believe, and did up to the time of the issue of the Digital Assets believe, that the
statement was true;
(ii) every statement that was not true and accurate in all material respects purporting to be a
statement made by an Expert or contained in what purports to be a copy of or extract from a report
or valuation of an Expert, it:
(A) fairly represented the statement, or was a correct and fair copy of or extract from the report or
valuation; and
(B) he had reasonable ground to believe and did up to the time of the issue of the Offer Document
believe that the person making the statement was competent to make it and had not withdrawn or
altered it; and
(iii) every statement that was not true and accurate in all material respects purporting to be a
statement made by an official person or contained in what purports to be a copy of or extract from
a public official document, it was a correct and fair representation of the statement or copy of or
extract from the document.
Section 9.10
Where a filed or published Offer Document contains a statement by an Expert or contains what
purports to be a copy of or extract from a report or valuation of an Expert, which the Expert has
withdrawn or altered, and such withdrawal or alteration has not been reflected in Supplementary
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Particulars, the directors and officers of the Issuer that certified that Offer Document in
accordance with Section 2.02 and any other person who authorized the issue thereof shall be liable
to indemnify the person named as aforesaid or whose consent was required as aforesaid, as the
case may be, against the matters set forth in Section 9.11.
Section 9.11
The directors and officers of the Issuer referred to in Section 9.10 shall indemnify any such person
referred to in Section 9.10 against all damages, costs and expenses to which he may be made liable
by reason of his name having been inserted in the Offer Document or of the inclusion therein of a
statement purporting to be made by him as an Expert, as the case may be, or in defending himself
against any action or legal proceeding brought against him in respect thereof.
Section 9.12
A person shall not be deemed to have authorized the filing or publication of an Offer Document
by reason only of the inclusion therein of a statement purporting to be made by him as an Expert.
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15. Functionality of the Digital Assets being
offered

Excerpt from RULES ON DIGITAL ASSET AND TOKEN OFFERINGS (SUPPLEMENTAL
RULE TO THE FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS AND OFFSHORE VIRTUAL
CURRENCY BUSINESS RULES AND REGULATIONS OF CEZA OF 2018)
(f) detailed description of the Issuer, DA Agent, Experts, development team, advisors and any
other service providers that may be deployed for the realization of the Project;
(g) detailed description of any wallet used by the Issuer; (h) description of the security safeguards
against cyber threats to the underlying protocol, to any off-chain activities and to any wallet used
by the Issuer;
(i) detailed description of the life cycle of the DATO and the proposed Project;
(j) detailed description of the past and future milestones of the Project and Project financing;
(k) detailed description of the targeted investor base; (l) exchange rate of the Digital Assets;
(m) description of the underlying protocol's interoperability with other protocols;
(n) description of the manner in which funds raised through the DATO will be allocated;
(o) the amount and purpose of the DATO;
(p) the total number of Digital Assets to be issued and their features;
(q) the distribution of Digital Assets;
(r) the consensus algorithm, where applicable;
(s) the incentive mechanism to secure any transaction and/ or any other applicable fees;
(t) in the case of a new protocol, the estimated speed of transactions;
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(u) any applicable taxes;
(v) any set soft cap and hard cap for the DATO;
(w) the period during which the DATO is open;
(x) any person underwriting or guaranteeing the DATO;
(y) any restrictions on the free transferability of the Digital Assets being offered on the Offshore
Virtual Currency Exchanges and any other exchanges on which they may be traded, to the extent
known by the Issuer;
(z) methods of payment for the Digital Assets;
(aa) specific notice that investors participating in the DATO will be able to get their contribution
back if the soft cap is not reached at the end of the offering and detailed description of any refund
mechanism, including the expected time-line when such refund will be completed or the fact that
there is no refund mechanism;
(bb) detailed description of the risks associated with the Digital Assets and the investment therein
and the Project, which is to be displayed prominently in the Offer Document;
(cc) the procedure for the exercise of any right of preemption attaching to the Digital Assets; (dd)
detailed description of the smart contract, if any, deployed including inter alia the adopted
standards, its underlying protocol, functionality and associated operational costs;
(ee) if any smart contract is deployed by the Issuer, details of any auditor who performed an audit
on it; (ff) description of any restrictions embedded in any smart contract deployed, if any,
including inter alia any investment and/or geographical restrictions;
(gg) any program agents used to obtain data and verify occurrences from smart contracts (also
known as 'oracles') used and detailed description of their characteristics and functionality thereof;
(hh) any bonuses applicable to early investors including inter alia discounted purchase price for
Digital Assets;
(ii) the period during which voluntary withdrawals are permitted by the smart contract, if any;
(jj) description of the Issuer's adopted procedures for compliance with the requirements of these
CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules;
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(kk) intellectual property rights associated with the offering and protection thereof; and
(ll) the methods of and time-limits for delivery of the Digital Assets: Provided, that CEZA or the
SRO shall have the power to waive or modify any of the above requirements within the context of
a particular DATO, as the case may be.
Details of the Issuer
7. The following details of the Issuer shall be set out in the Offer Document:
(a) Name;
(b) Registered address, registration number and country of registration;
(c) Date of registration;
(d) The Issuer's object(s);
(e) Where applicable, the group of undertakings to which the Issuer belongs;
(f) Insofar as they are known, indication of the members who directly or indirectly exercise or
could exercise a determining role in the Issuer's administration; and
(g) If applicable, details of any DA Agent appointed by the Issuer.
The Issuer's Principal Activities
8. The Offer Document shall include a description of the Issuer's principal activities including the
disclosure of any legal proceeding, whether pending or threatened, having an important effect on
the Issuer's financial position.
The Issuer's Directors and Other Officers
9. The Offer Document shall include the names, addresses and functions of each director and
other officer of the Issuer.
Benefits for Third Parties and Other Expenditure
10. The Offer Document shall specify:
(a) The amount or estimated amount of expenses incurred or to be incurred in connection with
the issue and the persons to whom any of those expenses have been paid or are payable; and
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(b) Any amount or benefit intended to be paid or given to the DA Agent, an Expert or any other
person playing a role in relation to the offering, and details of the consideration for the payment
or the giving of the benefit. Issuer's Financial Track Record
11. Where the Issuer has been established for a period exceeding three years, details of its financial
track record shall be included in the Offer Document
Matters to be Included in an Asset-Backing Disclosure and in an Asset-Backing Certification
1. A statement that any holder of the Digital Asset may on demand require named Holder(s) of
Collateral Assets to exchange those Collateral Assets for the equivalent market value of the holderʼs
Digital Asset, and an explanation of how such a demand may be made and in what time period the
exchange will be completed.
2. A statement of any limitations on the right of exchange based on the amount or value of Digital
Asset or Collateral Assets which can be exchanged in a particular time period.
3. For each Holder of Collateral Assets, a statement of:
(a) the name and address of the Holder of Collateral Assets;
(b) the type(s) of Collateral Assets held and the location of those Collateral Assets;
(c) the nature of the Holderʼs rights to the Collateral Assets;
(d) the legal system(s) to which the Holder and the Collateral Assets are subject;
(e) the market value of those Collateral Assets in US dollars; and
(f) in the case of a custodian, that such custodian is accredited pursuant to the pertinent rules and
regulations issued by CEZA and/or the SRO.
4. A statement that the right of the holder of the Digital Asset to require such an exchange is legally
enforceable against the Holder of Collateral Assets in the jurisdiction(s) where the Holder of
Collateral Assets and the Collateral Assets are located and a confirming opinion to that effect by a
lawyer qualified to give that opinion in that jurisdiction, and an explanation of how such a right
may be enforced.
5. A statement that the maker of the Disclosure or Certificate has verified the existence of the
Collateral Assets and their availability for exchange by the Holder with the Digital Asset and their
stated value in US dollars.
6. The proportion which the value of the Collateral Assets bears to the market value of the Digital
Asset on issue.
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7. How the value of the Digital Asset and the Collateral Assets will be calculated at the time of a
demand to exchange the Digital Asset for Collateral Assets.
8. A statement whether there is any insurance or guarantee or indemnity supporting the right of
exchange and if so, the name of the issuer and a short description of the terms and where more
details of the insurance or guarantee or indemnity may be found.
9. Such other matters as CEZA may determine from time to time.
Threshold Amounts for DATO
Tiers 1.
Tier-Based Classification ‒ DATOs under these CEZA DATO Supplemental Rules shall be
categorized into Tiers, i.e., Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3, according to the amount sought to be raised
thereby.
2. Threshold Amounts Tier Threshold Amounts (in United States Dollars, or other currency
equivalent)
Tier 1 DATO Not exceeding Five Million U.S. Dollars (US$5,000,000)
Tier 2 DATO Exceeding Five Million U.S. Dollars (US$5,000,000) but not exceeding Ten Million
(US$10,000,000)
Tier 3 DATO Exceeding Ten Million U.S. Dollars (US$10,000,000)
3. Periodic Review ‒ The foregoing threshold amounts shall be subject to quarterly review by the
SRO which, in turn, may recommend to CEZA such adjustments thereto as market conditions or
exigencies of effective regulation may require.
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16. ALLEX STO service overview

・ Differentiation strategy in STO and capital markets

Offers small investment opportunities for companies in Seat II
Composition of digital assets that can be invested more safely by ordinary investors

・ Contribute to expanding the base of investors

Supporting the digitalization of securities trading "T + 0 settlement, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, crowbar"
Offering low-cost financial products for general investors

・ Activation of corporate activities

Expand new business opportunities through visualization of business models
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Responding to international laws and regulations, accounting, taxation, etc.

・ Improvement of corporate value

Procurement of funds using the token economy in compliance with laws and regulations
Promotion of business with excellent social significance and sustainable growth
By leveraging ALLEX's “financing support, business support, and community”, companies will have a strong
attraction to integrate their business with the token economy. We provide security token issuance /
management / payment and related services, and provide continuous consulting services as well as compliance
with laws and regulations for the protection of investors.

■ ALLEX Listing Service

For companies that are considering listing on "ALLEX", we provide auditing services related to listing
eligibility and support services for various operations.

By listing on "ALLEX", we promise to contribute to business expansion and corporate value
improvement.
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■ Service after listing ALLEX

Periodic surveys and confirmations on corporate continuity and profitability

(1) It is recognized that the business plan has been properly formulated in consideration of its business model,
business environment, risk factors, etc.
(2) Stable profits in the future or reasonable expectations
(3) Being able to determine whether it is a business activity or a stable and continuous execution

Investigation and confirmation of the effectiveness of corporate coordination and corporate governance

(1) A system to ensure the proper execution of duties by officers, that it is properly maintained and operated
(2) Internal management system: properly maintained and operated
(3) Personnel necessary for stable and continuous execution of business activities and maintenance of an
appropriate internal management system is secured.

Investigation and confirmation work on the disclosure of company content, etc.

(1) Management of company information such as facts that have a significant effect on management
(2) Being able to disclose the company information in an appropriate manner
(3) Develop and operate a system to prevent insider trading
III See the details of the listing examination (related to Article 207 of the Securities Listing Regulations)
Article 207 of the Securities Listing Regulations aims to achieve investors protection and implement the STO
market by conducting audits based on the Kept Line II 2.-6.
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17. ALLEX overseas expansion

・ Toward financial inclusion

1 Analyze capital markets in each country and formulate strategic plans for market revitalization
2 Developing capital market implementation measures using security tokens
3 Formulating comprehensive measures to improve the financial literacy of the people
4 Efforts to foster understanding of the revitalization of capital markets
5 Collaboration with government agencies
6 Introduction of security tokens to capital markets in each country

The hype for increasing the number of users could not only undermine the reputation of the security token
market, but also undermine its usefulness and credibility. We believe that we will foster an understanding of
security tokens based on strategies rooted in the capital market issues of each country in order to increase the
number of users in the future.
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・ Toward digitalization of financial markets

We aim to stabilize the securities market issuance process and reduce related costs through security
tokenization and smart contracts that utilize blockchains.

By introducing a security token transaction system with reduced costs, we will support the digitalization of
finance in each country.

In addition to supporting the business models that only introduces systems, we will provide comprehensive
support that accurately grasps future market trends, such as responding to future laws and regulations.

・ Form of capitalism after 2020

The U.S.A. has re-examined the business association "Business Roundabout" or "Shareholder-first" of major
companies, and has declared that it will engage in corporate management that respects the interests of its
employees and local communities.

Based on ESG's thinking, we support the financing of outstanding business models and companies that do not
measure the financial situation only. We support companies that contribute to sustainable economic
development while solving social issues.
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18. Social significance of ALLEX in the
Philippine market

・Environment surrounding Asian companies

The Asian market has large-scale infrastructure development and the implementation of stateof-the-art technologies are being used to stabilize the social infrastructure. It is expected that the
participation rate in the capital markets will increase as financial literacy increases.

・Characteristics of the Philippine economy
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Large-scale infrastructure development projects by the government are leading to economic
development in local cities other than the metropolitan area. The Philippines has seen a sharp
rise in demand for retail, real estate, and banks (financial services) during the population
increase.
As the income level rises and the consumer-led economic growth is achieved, it will be an issue
for the future to raise funds for companies by promoting the securities market.

・ Characteristics of the Philippine securities market

The Philippines has an economic structure centered on the core companies and financial
institutions of the Zaibatsu, and companies have secured means of raising funds outside the
stock market.

In order to encourage the participation of a diverse range of investors, the Phillipine Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) has taken various measures to attract companies to the market
for small and medium-sized businesses and emerging companies and to encourage investors to
participate in the stock market.
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・ Initiatives of the Filin Securities and Exchange Commission

Introduction of short-selling kite line
Strengthen corporate coordination of listed companies
Invite for the listing on Small, Medium and Emerging ports (market for small and medium-sized
companies and emerging companies)
Promote investment in IPO shares for Local Small Investor (individual investors)
Providing mentoring programs and programs to educate about the listing processes and their
significance and merits for small and medium-sized companies and startups

・ Use of security tokens

・ Consumption-driven economic growth

Increase in infrastructure investment (approximately \ 8 trillion expenditure by 2022)
Population-housing period (expected to continue until the 2050s)
・ Promote funding for corporate growth
Realize the potential of economic growth, foster individual investors to promote capital markets
・ Increase in the proportion of citizens participating in capital markets
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Increasing income levels, turning savings into investment, increasing the potential population.
Building inclusive and sustainable capital markets.Using security tokens and smart contracts to
stabilize the issuance process of securities markets. So, related costs can be reduced. The
digitalization of securities will provide investment opportunities for individual investors and
contribute to the revitalization of the Philippine securities market.

・ Philippines Startup Market

There are many growing companies in the Philippines market, with Revolution Precrafted or a
unicorn company in 2018.

-With the establishment of a fund for start-up companies in the Philippines by major
companies, there is a possibility that investment in start-up will be dramatically increased in the
future .

・ We aim to provide comprehensive support for the spread of STO, promote the supply of
funds for the growth of start-up companies, and contribute to the development of the Philippine
capital market.
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・Provide investment opportunities for rapidly growing Asian companies

We aim to provide investment opportunities for “Asia companies that represent the 2020s” by
forming a global capital market that utilizes security tokens.
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19. Improving the efficiency of securities
transactions

Efforts are being made to utilize blockchain technology to streamline securities transactions. In
Japan, complicated procedures have been an issue for a long time, such as taking about three
days from execution to settlement (T + 3). In the reconciliation business, after an investor places
an order with a securities company through a management company, a contract notification is
performed: securities company ⇄ management company. Allocation information sharing:
management company ⇄ securities company. Transaction information sharing: securities
company ⇄ trust bank. The procedure is complicated because the system is not operated by a
common system, and it has become a heavy burden for securities companies to perform manual
checks. To solve this problem, stock exchanges around the world are working on the
development and introduction of systems utilizing distributed ledger technology, and it has been
clarified that digital currency will be introduced not only in reconciliation operations but also in
securities settlement. Despite great expectations for “DVP (Deliverment Versus Payment)
payments” using smart contracts, on the other hand, digital currencies enable immediate
settlement of securities to comply with laws and regulations. So, discussions with relevant
ministries and demonstration experiments are necessary for the better performance.
* DVP (Deliverment Versus Payment) settlement: simultaneous delivery of securities (security
tokens) and settlement of funds by utilizing smart contracts, shortening the period from
execution to settlement.
It is said that an exchange system combining security tokens and smart contracts will promote
the digitization of finance. We are working on it. Also, in the world, by managing and sharing the
ledger on the blockchain, information on the right transfer is immediately reflected, and some
companies are working on the development of an exchange system that combines investor trust
preservation and fund settlement. We are also working with government officials to establish and
implement an exchange system that meets the laws and regulations and business practices of
each country. In the current securities trading system, settlement is performed from various
contracts (third parties) through various players (third parties), but smart contracts can
automatically settle payments for yield payments and redemptions. The security token exchange
is expected to play a major role in realizing “T + 0” in the securities market, and is also expected
to make a significant contribution to the development of digital transformation (DX) in financial
markets.
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20. ALLEX milestone
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Phase 1: Q1 2020
Phase 2: Q2 2020 and Q4 2020
Phase 3: Q1 2021 and Q4 2021
Phase 4: Q1 2022 and Q4 2022

・ Project budget

ALLEX predicts that we will need the following amounts to succeed

Each Milestone: Estimated Milestone Cost
Phase 1: $ 2,000,000 to $ 3,000,000
Phase 2: $ 3,500,000-$ 4,500,000
Phase 3: $ 6,500,000 to $ 7,500,000
Phase 4: $ 10,000,000 to $ 12,000,000
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21. Future rules and regulations

1 Blockchain standard
With regard to the rules on blockchain standards, it is necessary to establish an organization that certifies the
standards for the blockchain to be used.
At present, different standards are used for each chain, and some chains do not support user protection and
AML.Therefore, with regard to blockchain standards, an improper standard is eliminated by establishing a
certification system by an organization. However, it is important to prevent the proliferation of substandards.

2 AML/CFT
Regarding AML / CFT rules, it is necessary to share the blacklist and the greylist among all operators in order
to conduct Tx audits (monitoring). It is important to prevent illegal transactions and comply with FATF
standards.
As a problem unique to blockchain, money laundering in crypto asset related transactions is actually
happening, it is not possible to come up with effective solutions all over the world, and in the case of crypto
asset exchanges, it is trading on off chains. For this reason, money laundering has become possible by using
overseas exchanges with low KYC levels and mixing.
Also, as a general problem, if you use overseas remittances , you can only track either the entrance or the exit
of money, and the following measures are considered necessary.
・ Associate KYC information with wallet ID to accurately follow the flow of money (hereinafter referred to as
designated wallet)
・ Adopt a block chain that does not support anonymous chains or mixing.
・ Prevent transfer of ST to overseas exchanges that are not affiliated.
・ If movement of ST to non-standard-size exchange or designated wallet is confirmed, take measures such as
temporary freezing.
・ Prohibit the use of crypto assets such as BTC and ETH for ST
・ Register a withdrawal account at the time of user registration
At present, there is no shared blacklist related to DLT, and it is necessary to create a mechanism for it as well
as to link ST handling wallets with KYC. (A chain other than the existing public chain is required)
As a result, it is possible to effectively utilize the advantages of blockchain that can track transaction history. It
is important to suppress both entrance and exit as AML measures, and it is effective to fix deposit and
withdrawal accounts.
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3 Rules for Chargeback and Transfer of Assets in Wallet by Business Operators
Regarding chargeback, transfer of assets in the wallet by the business side
・ Only when the private key is lost or the user dies, the asset in the wallet can be moved after the identity
verification and KYC information inquiry.
・ If unauthorized transactions are discovered, it is possible to correct transactions by overwriting Tx
Blockchain-specific issues
・ Cannot handle key loss by user
・ We cannot cope with inheritance in case a user dies
・ The response in case of unauthorized access or unauthorized transactions is not standardized
And the following are possible solutions.
・Dealing with loss or inheritance of keys by enabling the transfer of assets in the wallet by the business
operator.
・A copy of the private key is also kept on the business side.
・Detect before fraudulent transactions are made using AI.
・Establishment of a custody service for private keys.
・Construction of a blockchain that supports rollback of specified transactions only, not existing chains.
・Implementation of mining only by specific businesses.
In addition, it is essential to deal with loss of the secret key and inheritance, and in case of illegal transactions
or criminal damage in the existing mechanism (existing rollback), all transactions within the period (normal
transactions) must be suspended. Therefore, it is important to have another system from the viewpoint of
investor protection and CFT.

4 Security measures
From the perspective of the financial system, it is necessary to establish and maintain an environment that
complies with the cyber security safety standards for financial information systems, and to comply with the
equivalent of the FISC security measures standards.
At present, security incidents and accidents that have occurred at related companies such as cryptocurrency
asset exchanges include some elements unique to blockchain, but they are generally occure due to inadequate
cybersecurity measures for general IT systems.
In other words, if security measures at the current financial information system-related organization level are
in place, it can be said that the number of events that occurred would be greatly reduced.
・ Correspondence to audit of blockchain code by an audit corporation
・ Compliance with FISC / PCIDSS level financial system standards
・ Perform regular internal vulnerability diagnosis for systems such as the Web and external diagnosis (ASV)
by a certified audit organization.
Except for companies that are currently engaged in financial services, various businesses are expected to be
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involved in the field of DLT, so it is essential to restrict business areas and thoroughly implement security
measures for participating businesses. In the future, the number of operators handling Wallet will increase
steadily , so it can be said that a system that can control that point needs rules and regulations.

5 System risk management
Since STOs are processed electronically at the stage of issuance, trading, collection (destruction), etc., it is
essential that not only the system construction side but also the operation side acquire a certain level of
knowledge. .
At present, there is a possibility that system management standards are not clarified as regulations and that
people with little knowledge are appointed as managers, and the duties of managers may be not performed at
the proper level.
・ Establishment of system management standards
・ Training for managers
・ Establishment of certified manager qualification
It is considered necessary to manage system risks by establishing the minimum management standards as
described above.

6 ST handling
At present, there are no unified standards, so the problem is that the business is left to the operator and the
qualification system for handling is incomplete.
It is considered that the following measures are necessary for ST personnel who are engaged in ST-related
work other than foreign employees, to acquire a certain level of knowledge and set minimum standards in
order to handle ST. .
・Mandatory training to secure a certain level of knowledge
・ Maintenance of qualification tests, etc.

7 Wallet handling
・Multiple damages have occurred due to hacking and other unauthorized access.
・Loss of assets due to loss of private key, etc.
・ There are no restrictions on the handling of wallets by the business operator.
・ Undeveloped trust business (custodian)
・ If you search by wallet ID, you can find all assets in the wallet. (It can also be a cause of increased damage
by hackers, and if an individual is identified from an ID, it may cause other crimes)
In fact, it is necessary to regulate wallet handling in order to solve the above-mentioned problems, such as
abduction and intimidation of a large number of BTC holders overseas.
・ In principle, cold wallet management is applied to assets under custody, and 100% trust maintenance is
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equivalent to hot wallet management.
・ Cold wallet asset management is supported by multisig, and each key administrator is set individually.
・Include a wallet freezing function as a countermeasure against illegal transactions
・Adopt multisig and set the administrator of each key separately. (This will reduce the risk of key loss and
hacking from the business side)
・ Regular hot wallet ID change
・ Keep wallet ID private
・ System design that alerts by monitoring Tx.
Regarding the handling of wallets, various measures have been discussed so far, such as the fact that there is no
problem with cold wallet management, but strict regulation is required for hot wallet management. It is
necessary to consider for the farther business operations.
In addition, if fraudulent transactions are discovered, it is necessary to perform measures from the wallet side,
and also to take measures such as making consensus algorithms a consortium type.

8 STO Rules on audit items for implementing companies
Since the standards for auditing and investigating by ICO / IEO and other entities that provide offerings by
third parties have not been clarified, we will evaluate the business continuity with reference to J-sox, ITGC,
etc. It can be said that there is a need for rules on judgment criteria such as process and B / S checks.
It is considered necessary for all solicitations to be audited by an auditing firm, and in some cases, it is
important to respond flexibly, taking into consideration the use of accountants, tax accountants, securities
companies, etc.

9 Rules for auditing the system
Since the auditing standards for the transaction system and user management system have not been clarified,
the system shall be audited on a regular basis. It is thought that it is necessary to try to reduce accidents by
implementing regular standards.

10 KYC rules
KYC information should be managed in a stand-alone manner after opening an account, and taking out should
be prohibited. KYC information sharing between KYC owners (KYC companies) should take into account the
viewpoint of personal information protection (GDPR), etc. It is necessary to share information between the
businesses that have entered. (This does not apply to sharing of blacklists, etc.)
・ The KYC standards have not been unified.
・The lack of sharing of KYC information has been a barrier to sharing suspicious IDs.
・ Undeveloped method of sharing personal information
・ Insufficient KYC information management standards
・ Management standards for personal information differ from country to country
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・ Transactions with KYC undeveloped businesses are now possible
At present, such problems are raised, and it can be said that it is necessary to unify KYC items and share KYC
information in order to support both personal information protection and AML.
・ Adoption of stand-alone method
・ Establishment of KYC standards
・ Establishment of uniform standards across countries
・ Information sharing by using zero knowledge proof
・ Encrypt and share information using hash
・ Construction of a platform for sharing personal information
Considering these measures and taking into account the Personal Information Protection Law and GDPR, it is
thought that it will lead to an increase of the accuracy of blacklists.

11 Rules for smart contracts
When using a smart contract, it is necessary to receive an audit of the smart contract in advance and disclose
the contents of the smart contract to users.
・Transactions are not automated at the time of commercial transactions, requiring a great deal of resources.
・In some cases, the contract has not been executed even though the user paid.
・There is a possibility that hacking damage may occur due to a bug in the smart contract.
・The smart contract may not work as planned after release.
As countermeasures against such problems, it is necessary to require the use of smart contracts for transactions
when building a platform, and to require code auditing of smart contracts, so the creation of such a mechanism
is important.

12 Lockup rules
By establishing a lock-up for a certain period using a smart contract after the STO is implemented, and by
establishing detailed rules for the lock-up period, ST's liquidity will be secured.
・ Illegal resale by ICO participants
・ Irregular transactions, including insider trading, may occur between listing and offering
The above-mentioned problems have been confirmed so far, and not only lock-up setting but also setting of
lock-up period for each business type are essential
・ Limited distribution of tokens after listing
・ Permission system using smart contract for token transfer. It can be said that measures such as setting are
necessary in the future.

13 Rules on user protection
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・ The measures to be taken in case of damage to the user due to negligence on the part of the business
operator due to hacking etc. which have not been determined.
・ Response to damage to users due to unauthorized access such as account hijacking which has not been
determined
Regarding user protection, there are the problems listed above.
・ As information disclosure from each STO originator, disclosure of the contract address and disclosure of the
wallet ID with the highest holding amount
・ If a loss is incurred in a transaction not intended by the user, the loss can be avoided by invalidating the
chargeback transaction
・ Promote the improvement of users' own knowledge by providing a place for education for users
・ Protecting general users by eliminating accounts that engage in fraudulent transactions
・ Prompt the operator to design a system that puts user protection first.
Such countermeasures can be considered, but when using a different systems between each platformer,
transaction transparency must be made publicly readable or Tx monitoring required by an external
organization. There are also issues such as the possibility of not secured transactions, so it can be said that the
establishment of regulations is indispensable.

14 Rules for data stored in blockchain

At present, there is no standard for chains or standards for data stored in blocks, so the
traceability of blockchains cannot be fully demonstrated, and money laundering using
anonymous crypto assets and mixing may be performed, which cause a big problem.
For this reason, it is necessary to design a chain that can transfer rights and accurately track the
history of token movement, and that can identify individuals when tokens are moved in
cooperation with each operator. It is necessary to point out that WalletID can be specified, and
the transfer of tokens in the Off Chain is prohibited in principle.
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22. For customers using the security token
exchange "ALLEX"

About our compliance system

Initiatives to prevent money laundering and terrorist financing
ALLEX is developing a system to prevent money laundering and terrorist financing. We are
working to ensure that our transactions, products and services are not used for money laundering.
As part of this, we have established a policy on money laundering and the prevention of terrorist
financing in order to comply with applicable laws and regulations. In addition, we suspend or
restrict transactions for those who reside or reside in countries or regions that do not cooperate
with measures such as money laundering. If it is determined that it is necessary as a
countermeasure for money laundering, we may ask the customer to provide information. Please
check the terms and conditions for details.
【Implementation】About identity verification (confirmation at the time of transaction)
For individual customers, we provide the name, address, and date of birth; for corporate customers,
the name, address of the head office or main office, and the name, address, and date of birth of the
representative / agent of the corporation. The date will be confirmed with a public certificate.
Individual customers are required to declare their occupation and transaction purpose, while
corporate customers are required to declare their business description, transaction purpose, and
those who have voting rights exceeding 25% of the total voting rights (substantial ruler).
How to verify your identity
We use personal certificates to confirm your identity.
Regarding confirmation of customers who fall under foreign PEPs
Customers may be required to declare whether they are foreign PEPs and, if necessary, confirm
their identity again.
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Efforts to cut off relations with antisocial forces
We has established the "Basic Policy on Elimination of Anti-Social Forces" to eliminate anti-social
forces. In order to prevent all employees of our Company and users of our Company's services
from suffering damage, we will prepare a system through gathering information on anti-social
forces in cooperation with external specialized organizations and internal training for all executives
and employees, We are working to eliminate antisocial forces.
About improper transactions
【About our sales management system】
We will establish a system for transaction screening to prevent improper transactions in the trading
of cryptographic assets and security tokens we handle. We are working to maintain fairness and
transparency in the crypto-asset and STO markets and to maintain and improve trust in the
Company by continuously conducting appropriate trade reviews.
【About improper transactions】
As a result of the examination, if there is a suspicion of a violation of the rules set by the selfregulatory organization, we may contact you to alert you. In the event that there is no improvement
in the transaction even after alerting, or the transaction is extremely bad, we will suspend or restrict
the customer's transaction. Please check the terms and conditions for details. In addition, please
understand the content of the following "Illegal Transactions" before trading.
1 Dissemination of rumors / fake meter
Examples: The spread of rumors, false metering, and behaviors, assaults, and intimidation that
unpleasantly excite others for the purpose of fluctuating the price of security tokens and
cryptographic assets.
2 Market steering transactions
Example: Transfer of rights for the purpose of misleading others in buying and selling security
tokens and crypto assets, and disguise transactions without the purpose of giving or receiving
money (masquerade transactions)
Transfer of rights made by conspiracy between buyer and seller for the purpose of causing
misunderstanding to others regarding the sale and purchase of security tokens and crypto assets,
etc. Disguise transactions that do not aim to transfer money (family transactions)
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To invite others to buy and sell security tokens and crypto assets, etc., to misunderstand that such
buying and selling is thriving. To make a series of transactions related to a series of transactions
to be price-fluctuated and to apply for or cancel such transactions (close involvement, high
involvement, show-offs, etc.)
Disseminating that the price of security tokens and cryptographic assets will fluctuate due to
market operations by the user or others for the purpose of inviting others to buy and sell.
Transactions that intentionally make false or misleading statements about important matters.
3 Transactions under a name other than the person's name, such as a fictitious name or the name
of another person
Example: Transactions performed using a fictitious name or another person's name and hiding the
customer's identity Transactions performed by impersonating the holder, borrowing names other
than the person, such as family or friends
4 Insider trading
Example: A person registered as an insider at our Company (including executives and employees
of our Company) uses undisclosed information that has been learned by his / her duties or position
and that has a significant impact on the user's investment decisions. In addition, the act of buying
and selling security tokens and crypto assets
5 Other
Acts related to the purchase and sale of security tokens and cryptographic assets out of the
prohibited acts stipulated in our terms of service.
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23. Company members

Taisei Yamaguchi
HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Summary
My greatest desire has always been to positively influence as many people as I could. To fulfill this goal, I had met with many politicians and even aimed to become one since the
age of fourteen. However, I also began questioning the strictness of politics or the types of drawbacks that came with having a large influence, and sought to seek another way to
influence others. At seventeen, I began thinking about creating a business, and soon began my own sales business. By nineteen, I had worked in more than five businesses, gaining
insight and experience, and soon began business transfers by 23 years of age. After, I worked for a company with a financial license, and engaged in work with several companies
dealing with various regulations such as special real estate businesses. Here, I began to think about the future of blockchain technology, and the creation of regulations for them to
follow. Now, as of 2018, I have launched my own company, Standard Capital Co., Ltd. with a primary focus on the design and development of security token standards.

Experience
・STANDARD CAPITAL Co.,Ltd.

2019- Chief Executive Officer
2018- Company chairman

・LEVIAS Inc.

Senior Staff of HR department
2017 ‒ 2018

・LBI Inc.

Senior Staff of IT department
2017 ‒ 2018

・Cool Creation Co.,Ltd.

Chief Executive Officer
2014 ‒ 2019

・Japan Manegement Strategy Creation Institute

Representative partner
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2014 ‒ 2019

・Yʼs international LLC

Representative partner
2014 ‒ 2019

・Nedline Co.,Ltd.

Chief Executive Officer
2013 ‒ 2019
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John Bailon
CHIEF STRATEGIST OFFICER
Co-Founder and CEO at Satoshi Citadel Industries
NCR - National Capital Region, Philippines

Summary

Since 2014, John has been building a Bitcoin ecosystem in the Philippines with the help of like-minded partners. John leads the team as CEO, guiding the vision of the company
and development of SCIʼs products. The rare combination of technical expertise alongside business acumen has allowed him to lead the companyʼs rapid growth, and his passion
for developing Bitcoin technology is reflected in SCIʼs successful lineup of products and services today. John is convinced that money transfers is an enormous opportunity in the
Philippines, with at least US$30 billion entering the country in 2014 alone, and another US$40 billion in internal remittances. More importantly, he sees Bitcoin as the
breakthrough technology that will revolutionize this industry. John understands technology, recognises business opportunities and combines them into winning products.

Experience
・Satoshi Citadel Industries

Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
January 2014 ‒ Present （Philippines）

・Rebit.ph

Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
June 2014 ‒ Present
NCR - National Capital Region, Philippines

・Bitmarket.ph

Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer
January 2014 - April 2018 (4 years 4 months)
Philippines

・Baicapture Inc.

Chief Executive Officer
2007 - May 2014 (7 years 5 months)
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Ronald M. Tucker
CHIEF STRATEGIST OFFICER
Founder & President at Blockchain Australia (ADCA) | Founder, Bit Trade Australia
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Summary
"Ronald M. Tucker is the Founder and President of the Blockchain Australia (formally Australian Digital Commerce Association, ADCA), the peak body for Blockchain businesses
in Australia, and co-convenor of the Global Blockchain Forum, (the international body representing trade body's for the US, Canada, the UK, UAE, Singapore, India, New
Zealand, Philippines, Japan and Australia). Mr. Tucker has been living in Australia for the last several years and presently resides in Sydney as well as Asia. He launched Bit Trade
Australia, the countries first blockchain asset investment platform, in 2013, and its sister company Bit Trade Labs, a Blockchain development consultancy a year later.

Ron organised and led the successful industry response to the Digital Currency Inquiry called by the Senate Economics References Committee in 2015, the two-day Global Digital
Currency Conversation forum during the G20 Leadersʼ Summit in Brisbane 2014, helped establish the Federal bi-partisan Blockchain caucus, and has worked closely with
Australian and Chinese officials (as well as other cross-border industry stakeholders), on bi-lateral blockchain ecosystem development. He has worked consultatively with
regulatory stakeholders resulting in progressive policy and legislative outcomes for the Digital Economy. Mr. Tucker, also successfully spearheaded the self-regulatory DC Code of
Conduct initiative by industry, contributing to these changes following the Senate's recommendations and subsequent adoption by Government.

He is presently engaged in consulting and government relations advisory work in the ASEAN region for the Digital Economy industry. Page 1 of 6 Most recently, Mr Tucker
organised the Virtual Asset Service Providers Summit ("V20" - an officially endorsed business event of the G20), bringing together the worlds largest crypto exchanges, national
trade associations, regulators and legislators in Osaka Japan, during the 2019 Osaka, Japan, G20 Leaders Summit. Ron was born in Newfoundland, Canada in 1981, and undertook
studies in IT (Canada) as well as Business Management (Australia). He travels extensively for work in his advisory roles, and has been an entrepreneur for most of his working life
having started businesses in the areas of retail, marketing, technology, government relations, and publishing in the US and Canada."

Experience
・Blockchain Australia

Founder & President
March 2014 - Present

・Bit Trade Australia Pty Ltd

Founder
April 2013 - Present
Sydney, Australia

・V20

Convener (Organiser)
June 2019 - June 2019 (1 month)
Osaka, Osaka, Japan
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・Global Blockchain Forum (GBF)

Founding Member
April 2016 - June 2019 (3 years 3 months)
New York, NY

・Bit Trade Labs

Director
April 2015 - October 2018 (3 years 7 months)
Sydney, Australia

・Bit Trade Labs offers the following services:
Blockchain & Distributed Consensus Systems Consulting
Problem Solving & Use Case Modelling
Prototyping & Sandbox Experimentation
Distributed Consensus Systems Production, Development & Integration
Crypto-token/Digital-currency & Smart Contract Implementation
Communication & Training

・Holly Star Australia

Founder-Partner
December 2011 - November 2013 (2 years)
Sydney, Australia

・LOVE MEDIA GROUP INC

Managing Director
November 2008 - December 2010 (2 years 2 months)
Vancouver, Canada Area

・The Ashbury Shoe Company

Proprietor
February 2007 - December 2010 (3 years 11 months)
Vancouver, Canada Area
Fashion Retail. (3 locations)

・LOVE. Magazine

Puslisher.
August 2008 - June 2010 (1 year 11 months)
Vancouver, Canada Area

・Rogers Communications

Corporate Trainer + Sales Manager
December 2005 - January 2008 (2 years 2 months)
National Canadian corporate telecom provider.

・Fotrot America Co., LLC

Partner-Proprietor
April 2003 - March 2005 (2 years)
Greater Salt Lake City Area
Fashion retail. (2 locations)

・Rogers Communications

Corporate Retail Sales: BC Western Region
September 2000 - November 2003 (3 years 3 months)
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BRIAN ALDOUS L. FERNANDEZ
LEGAL MANAGER
Experience

・FERNANDEZ AND SINGSON LAW OFFICES

Partner

・HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES PHILS., INC.

Assistant Legal Manager,
April 2013 ‒ January 2016

・FORNIER FORNIER SAÑO & LAGUMBAY LAW OFFICES

Associate Lawyer, July 2007-March 2013

・UY, CLERIGO, & DE GUZMAN LAW OFFICES

Under Bar Associate, 2004

・QUISUMBING TORRES LAW OFFICES

Internship Program, 2002

・MANAGEMENT TRAINEE, INTERNATIONAL GOLDEN HORIZON CUISINE AND CRUISE, INCORPORATED

Assisted Marketing Manager in advertising and promotions. Handled the preparation of vouchers and checks as well as its accounting methods, February-March 1997.
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LOUE B. OLIVARES, CPA
FINANCE OFFICER
Experience
・Project Head at Century Properties Group Inc.

Finance Officer
Aug 2016 ‒ Present

・Revolution Precrafted Limited Inc.

Financial Consultant
Aug 2016 ‒ Present

・Macroasia Corporation

Business Development Associate
Nov 2014 ‒ Sept 2016

・Eagle Cement Corporation

Internal Auditor
Jan ‒ Oct 2014

・Sycip Gorres & Velayo (SGV & Co. Auditing Firm),

Junior Audit Associate
Nov 2011 ‒ Dec 2013 -
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Minoru Ymazaki
BLOCKCHAIN STRATEGIST
Experience

・ Standard Capital Co.,Ltd.

Officer
Japan Security Token Operator Association
Blockchain consulting
6 months

・Block GeNEX

Provision of blockchain service tokens and business models
1. Provision of service model for VR real estate asset project
2. Provide service models for trading game projects
3. Provision of service model for Southeast Asian government official exchange project
4. Provision of monetization models for the European Online Casino Project
5. Construction of human resource education and job matching projects

Blockchain design and consulting for projects
1. Technology and marketing support for VR real estate projects
2. Technical and marketing support for Southeast Asia Exchange Project
3. Marketing support for original mining software project
4. Technical support for the European Online Casino Project
2 years

・Digital information technology

In-house system engineer at some major listed company
1 year

・Broadband security:

Security consulting
PCI-DSS compliant consulting
3 years

· NTT-Com

Network Engineer
Cloud Engineer
6 years
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24. Disclaimer

The purpose of this white paper is to give investors an overview of the ALLEX token project and
important facts about our management. The information and materials in this white paper are posted
in compliance with the relevant rules and regulations. However, there is no guarantee whatsoever.

In addition, we are not responsible for the contents of this white paper.

The contents of this white paper related to future performance, such as our forecasts, outlooks, and
management strategies, our outlook is based on the current available information.
It includes risks and uncertain factors that can be foreseen and unforeseen due to natural disasters
and so on in the future.

This document does not imply a contractual relationship between company and token purchasers.

It does not guarantee the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of the materials contained in this
whitepaper or posted elsewhere in connection with the ALLEX token, and assumes no liability.

We do not make other types of representations, warranties or promises to other entities or others,
including representations, warranties or promises regarding the truth, accuracy, and completeness of
the information contained in this White Paper.

We do not intend to do so, and we refuse to make such representations, warranties or promises.

If you understand the above and make any investment decisions, please refer to the materials of security
token exchanges issued by us and make decisions at your discretion. We do not accept any responsibility
for the investment results based on earnings forecasts.

